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Disclaimer
This Annual Report of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (the Company) contains the
information which was available for the Company at the date of its drawing up.
This Annual Report contains forward-looking statements as regards the economic
activities of the Company, including economic indicators, financial position, plans and
prospective results of economic and industrial activities of the Company, projects and expected
results, estimations of probability and time of events occurrence, economic forecasts concerning
the sector and markets, and prospects of development as regards expected investment and
industrial activity.
The words “intends”, “aspires”, “forecasts”, “considers”, “assumes”, “may”, “will succeed
in”, “must”, “will”, “will continue” and other expressions similar to them usually imply the forwardlooking nature of the statement.
The statements by virtue of their specificity are related with an inherent risk and
uncertainty of both general and private nature, and there is a hazard that assumptions,
statements concerning future events, and other forward-looking statements will not be put into
action. In the light of the specified risks, uncertainties and assumptions, the Company warns
that the actual results may differ essentially from the ones expressed directly or indirectly in the
specified forward-looking statements and are valid at the moment of drawing up of this Annual
Report only.
The Company does not assert and does not guarantee that the results of activity
designated in the forward-looking statements will be achieved. Such forward-looking statements
in each specific case represent only one of many variants of succession of events and should
not be considered as the most probable ones.
In particular, the following may be distinguished as other factors which are capable of
influencing the date of the beginning and time of implementation of projects, volumes of
production and sale, and other industrial and economic indicators: influence of exchange rates;
activity of the state bodies of the Russian Federation, including change in tax, ecological and
other laws; activity of bodies of municipal management in regions of the Company’s presence,
including as regards change in tariff and other regulation. The specified list of essential factors
is not comprehensive. When taking into account forward-looking statements, the designated
and other factors should be considered carefully, in particular, economic, social and legal
conditions of the Company’s activity.
Except for the events directly stipulated by the laws, the Company does not take up
obligations in respect of publication of updating and changes in forward-looking statements,
based on both new information, and on subsequent events.
Reliability of the data contained herein is confirmed by the Internal Audit Commission of
the Company (Schedule #1).
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Address to shareholders
Dear shareholders!
Let me bring to your attention a report on the
activities of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2015.
The analysis of the last year’s results allows to
determine with absolute precision the tasks that today are
a priority for our Company. First of all, it is completion of
major investment projects, in particular, the construction
of new generation facilities within capacity supply
agreements (CSAs). It is optimization of the production
program, conducting of a balanced tariff policy in dialogue
with the regional authorities. The active participation of the
company in the processes of formation of the state policy
in the field of heat supply and implementation of the
program aimed to close down inefficient facilities together
with their replacement are of great importance. Of course,
the most important task is to increase the overall
production efficiency.
The year 2015 was for PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” a year of the maximum use of internal
reserves for development. For this purpose, the project “Lean Manufacturing” was launched,
which allows to reduce expenses and improve work efficiency at the lowest cost. Today, this
project is actively duplicated at the Company’s power plants.
Optimization of the Company's assets structure continued. In particular, regional
branches were formed based on the territorial principle, they included generating and heat grid
assets of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”.
Because of the general economic situation and change in the composition of production
facilities, the indicators of electricity and thermal energy generation declined slightly compared
with the previous reporting period. Thus, following the year 2015, the Company’s plants
generated 9.5 billion kWh of electricity, heat supply from collectors of heat sources of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” including 100% heat grid subsidiaries was 22.2 mn Gcal.
Today, the country's energy specialists face an acute problem of the heat grid complex
development, which requires large-scale modernization. In 2015, to address this problem, the
Company constructed new heat grids and reconstructed (re-laid) dilapidated ones for improving
the reliability of heat supply for consumers. Let me mention the reconstruction of a steam
pipeline in the city of Smolensk and reconstruction of a section of the heating main in the city of
Voronezh as major projects. Besides, we continue to build block grids in the micro district
Eletsky in the city of Lipetsk; within the framework of grid connection of new consumers in the
cities of Belgorod and Lipetsk, we hold construction of heating systems. Reconstruction of the
lime production unit of the Belgorod HPP became a significant project.
In 2015, the Company continued to switch to direct settlement of accounts with heat
consumers in the regions of its presence. In the Belgorod, Voronezh, Kursk, Lipetsk, Smolensk
and Orel regions, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” already works applying direct settlement
of accounts with the population, however, there still remains a high percentage of non-payment
by unfair reselling consumers. The total amount of consumers’ receivables to the Company for
6

thermal energy is about 9 billion rubles. Our priority is to reduce this indicator and reach the very
high collection in the near future.
Last year, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” worked to obtain the status of a unified
heat supply entity in the regions of its presence. Currently, the Company has received this
status in 17 municipalities of the Central Federal District.
We believe that crisis events must not stop the development of production capacities and
networks of the Company, since it is the only effective way to improve the reliability of supply to
consumers. Therefore, the Company intends in the near future to continue the implementation
of the investment program for renewal of its generation in the regions. By the end of this year
already, readiness to launch will be provided at GSU 115 MW of the Dyagilev HPP; and next
year, we plan to commission GSU 115 MW of the Alexin HPP.
The key to sustainable development of the Company is highly qualified personnel. The
human resources policy of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is aimed to create conditions for
the maximum fulfillment of labor and creative potential of every employee, provision of decent
wages and social guarantees. This area remains a priority in our human resources policy.
In 2016, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” intends to form a new algorithm of its
development. It will be to overcome negative phenomena and to use efficiently the available
resources to gather pace in the strategically important areas. An indispensable condition here is
a positive cooperation between the Company's management and its shareholders, continuous
dialogue with investors, government authorities, regulators and consumers. The Company’s
management believes that its update allows to use the accumulated potential for rapid
implementation of the tasks set by the shareholders.

Yours sincerely,
General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
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Yu.P. Pimonov

SECTION 1. General information on the Company

Group of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” today (at 31 December 2015)

21
ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS
3,272.2 MW
10,299.5 Gcal/h

287
BOILER PLANTS
3,312.4 Gcal/h

5,130.6 km
OF HEAT GRIDS
9.5 bn kWh
OF ELECTRICITY

were generated in 2015

22.2 mn Gcal
OF THERMAL ENERGY

were supplied from collectors in 2015

Branches
The Company’s structure at 31 December 2015 subject to the restructuring held during 2015

Total electric capacity of the Quadra Group at 31.12.2015 – 3,272.2 MW, total heat capacity – 13,611.9 Gcal/h
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SECTION 2. PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
on the market
2.1 Market position
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” carries out its activties on two markets:
- electricity and capacity market;
- heat market.
Electricity and capacity market
In terms of installed capacities and production volumes, Russian electricity sector is
ranked the 5th in the world.
The United Energy System of Russia (UES of Russia) consists of 69 regional energy
systems, which in their turn form 7 integrated energy systems (IES) of the East, Siberia, Urals,
Middle Volga, South, Center and North-West. PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” carries out its
activities in the IES of Center.
The installed capacity of electric power plants of the UES of Russia at 31 December
2015 amounted to 235.31 GW.
The installed capacity of the existing electric power plants by types of generation has the
following structure: heat power plants - 68.1%, hydroelectricity plants - 20.34%, atomic power
plants – nearby 11.53%, solar power plants – 0.03%.
The increase in the installed capacity of electric power plants of the UES of Russia due to
the commissioning of new generating equipment and re-equipment of existing one of electric
power plants was 5,027 MW, including:
- commissioning of new capacity in 2015 at electric power plants of the UES of Russia,
including electric power plants of industrial enterprises, amounted to 4,710 MW;
- increase in the installed capacity of the existing generating equipment due to its reequipment – 317 MW.
Generating equipment that was put out of operation at electric power plants of the UES of
Russia amounted to 2,357.25 MW in total capacity.
Electricity generation in 2015 was 1,026.9 bn KWh, the growth is 0.2% against the
previous year. Nearby 60% were produced by CHPPs, 19% - APPs, 16% - HEPs, 6% - power
plants of production enterprises.
Integrated energy system of Center
The Integrated Energy System of Center, where PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
conducts its operations, is located in the Central and North-Western Federal Districts and 19
constituent entities of the Russian Federation: the city of Moscow, the Belgorod, Bryansk,
Vladimir, Vologda, Voronezh, Ivanovo, Kaluga, Kostroma, Kursk, Lipetsk, Moscow, Orel,
Ryazan, Smolensk, Tambov, Tver, Tula, and Yaroslavl Regions.
The modes of operation of the Center energy systems are managed by 13 branches of
PJSC “UES SO” – regional dispatch administrations (RDAs): the Belgorod, Vladimir, Vologda,
Voronezh, Kostroma, Kursk, Lipetsk, Moscow, Ryazan, Smolensk, Tver, Tula, and Yaroslavl
ones; the operational zones of the Kostroma RDA include energy systems of the Kostroma and
Ivanovo Regions, operational zones of the Kursk RDA include energy systems of the Kursk and
Orel Regions, operational zones of the Lipetsk RDA include energy systems of the Lipetsk and
Tambov Regions, operational zones of the Moscow RDA include energy systems of Moscow
and the Moscow Region, and operational zones of the Smolensk RDA include energy systems
of the Smolensk, Bryansk, and Kaluga Regions.
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The square of the territory of the operational zone of the united dispatch administration
(UDA) of Center is 1,031.3 thous. sq. km; 40.14 mn people live in the cities and residential
settlements located in it.
The electric power complex is formed by 143 electric power plants of 5 MW in capacity
and above, they have the total installed capacity of 53,306.92 MW at 31 December 2015.
According to the data reported, the electricity generation by electric power plants in the
operational zone of the UDA of Center for 2015 amounted to 236.97 bn kWh, which is below the
level of 2014 by 0.9%.
Electricity consumption in 2015 in the IES of Center was 0.5% lower than in 2014 and
amounted to 231.77 bn kWh.
The IES of Center has a number of peculiarities:
- specific share of atomic power plants in the structure of generating capacity is the
highest in the UES of Russia;
- great number of large electricity consumption units associated with the iron-and-steel
enterprises, as well as large industrial urban centers (the Vologda-Cherepovets, Belgorod,
Lipetsk, Nizhny Novgorod ones);
- the IES of Center has Moscow energy system unit - the largest one in Russia, which
sets high requirements to ensuring the reliability of energy supply modes and currently is
characterized by high rates of electricity consumption growth;
- the IES of Center borders with several IES (those of the North-West, Middle Volga,
Urals), and with the energy systems of Ukraine and Belarus.
Currently, the wholesale market for electricity and capacity is for technological reasons
divided into several independent geographical zones: the first price zone (European Russia and
the Urals), the second price zone (Siberia), and non-price zones.

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” operates in the first price zone, which is
characterized by a large number of suppliers and buyers of electricity, and developed grid
infrastructure.
Besides the geographical division, there is a structural division of WMEC which is caused
by the peculiarities of electricity production and consumption, namely lack of possibility to store
10

significant amounts of electricity, need to maintain a balance between electricity production and
consumption at any time.
Thermal energy market
In 2015, the production of thermal energy in the territory of Russia was 1,250 mn Gcal,
including heat generation by CHPPs reached 566 mn Gcal.
The historically developed heat markets the Company attends are characterized by a
significant share of consumers coverage with centralized heating. A key task of territorial
generating companies is to ensure heat supply for consumers in the attended regions. Working
in cogeneration mode and being the largest heat producer in 10 regions of the Central Federal
District, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” covers about 30% of the heat market in the
attended region in total, and about 80-90% of the heat market in large regional centers. The
plants of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” are the main heat source for the population in the
Belgorod, Voronezh, Kaluga, Kursk, Lipetsk, Orel, Ryazan, Smolensk, Tambov and Tula
Regions.
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” sells the main volume of thermal energy under the
thermal energy supply (delivery) agreements (in steam or hot water). A large share of
consumption in the structure of productive supply of thermal energy is that of housing entities
and industrial consumers.

2.2 Competitive environment and competitive strengths
Electricity and capacity market
Installed capacity of electric power plants of the Integrated Energy System of Center (IES
of Center) at 31 December 2015 amounted to 53,306.92 MW. In the free-flow area “Center”
(FFA “Center”), turbine units at the Cherepet SDPS of 225 MW in capacity and 2 turbine units of
PJSC “NLMK” of 20 MW and 50 MW, accordingly, were put into operation in 2015.
Generation equipment of electric power plants of 473 MW in total capacity was
decommissioned in the FFA “Center”.
The share of the wholesale market for electricity and capacity in the attended regions
(free-flow area #25) attributable to PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” is 7%.
Major competitors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” on the electricity market:
Majority
shareholder

JSC
“Atomenergoprom”

Generating company

PJSC “Concern
Rosenergoatom”

Share in the total
installed capacity
in FFA “Center”

32.7%

Plants

plant-by-plant
Kursk APP

4,000

Novovoronezh APP

1,834

Smolensk APP
Kalinin APP
Cherepet SDPS

PJSC “INTER RAO
UES”

PJSC “WGC-3”

RINSOCO TRADING

PJSC “Quadra - Power

12.52%

Kostroma SDPS

7.01%

Installed capacity, MW

12,834
3,000
4,000
1,315
4,915
3,600

Data are presented in Section 7: “Production
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total

2,867

CO. LIMITED

Generation”*

PJSC “CCS-Group”

LLC “Klintsy HPP”

activities”
0.03%

Klintsy HPP
Ryazan SDPS

LLC “Gazprom
energoholding”

PJSC “WGC-2”

11.73%

SDPS-24 GSU-420
Cherepovets SDPS

Enel

PJSC “Enel WGC-5”

Konakovo SDPS

6.42%

Vladimir HPP-2
Ivanovo HPP-2
Ivanovo HPP-3
CJSC “IES-Holding”

PJSC “TPlus”

Novogorkovskaya HPP

7.26%

Nizhny Novgorod SDPS
Sormovo HPP
Dzerzhinsk HPP
Zagorsk PSHP

Federal Agency for
State Property
Management

Nizhny Novgorod HEP
PJSC “RusHydro”

5.54%

Rybinsk HEP
Uglich HEP

E.ON

PJSC “E.ON Russia”

1.61%

PJSC “INTER RAO
UES”

PJSC “WGC-1”

4.87%

Smolensk SDPS
Kashira SDPS

PJSC “TGC-2”

2.88%

Yaroslavl HPP-2
Yaroslavl HPP-3
Tver HPP-1
Tver HPP-3

LLC “Tver Generation”

Tver HPP-4
PJSC
“EuroSibEnergo”

LLC “Avtozavodskaya
HPP”

Avtozavodskaya HPP

1.48%
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2,520

2,520

696
200
330
548.3

2,848.3

144
350
580
1,200
520
2,176
346
110
630

630

1,910

1,910

102.1

Yaroslavl HPP-1

4,601.6

1,051.6

Vologda GSU

Shariya HPP

0.69%

420

34

Kostroma HPP-2

12

3,130

Vologda HPP

Kostroma HPP-1

PJSC “Group
“Sintez”

12

33
170
21

1,131.1

131
295
345
11
170

269

88
580

580

CJSC “INTER RAO
Capital”

PJSC “INTER RAO
UES”

0.83%

LLC
“Mezhregionenergo”

LLC “Novo-Ryazanskaya
HPP”

1.08%

Ivanovo GSUs

Novo-Ryazanskaya HPP

PJSC “GT-HPP
ENERGO”

GT HPP “Michurinskaya”
GT HPP “Orlovskaya”

Energomash (UK)
Ltd.

GT HPP “Sasovskaya”

0.28%

GT HPP “Tambovskaya”
GT HPP “Kasimovskaya”
Other electricity
producers on retail
market

3.08%

-

100%

325

325

425

425

36
18
18

108

18
18

1,207.8

1,207.8

TOTAL:

The main component of electricity generation in the regions of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation’s” presence is provided by atomic power plants, since they have the load priority
under price acceptance applications on the “day-ahead” market. Semi-peak and a part of peak
loads of the regions are carried by large cost-effective, flexing generating electric plants of
WGCs.
Factors of competitiveness of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” on the electricity
market:
- formation of the efficient strategy of conduct of the plants of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” on electricity and capacity markets by the uniform competence center in the
executive office of the Company;
- definition of optimal load of production assets, which ensures generation of the optimum
electricity sales result, with the unconditional adherence to the schedule of generation and
supply of heat to consumers with such fuel consumption which is minimum for this mode.
- implementation of modern information and technological solutions to automate collection
and analyze current information, including:
- from internal information sources (structure of equipment, production indices,
generation and consumption of electricity, fuel consumption and fuel balance)
- from external information sources about the state of the market (information on
major competitors, current balance of supply and demand, structure of supply,
control of capacity flows in sections, price signals)
In the total of the factors influencing the formation of the final electricity price on the DAM
(change in fuel prices, change in pricing strategies of suppliers, parameters of selection of the
structure of engaged generating equipment, consumption volumes), the share of competitive
pricing remains very low. The major factor determining electricity cost is change in prices for
energy carriers.
Competitiveness of HPPs of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, like HPPs of other
energy companies, on WMEC varies greatly throughout the year. In winter, when the amount of
heating load is large, electricity prime cost falls and plants competitiveness grows; after the
completion of the heating period, HPPs of the company operate in the mode of technological
minimum with high prime cost of electricity production, its main volume is produced under the
condensation cycle. During this period, the competitiveness of the plants is reduced noticeably.
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However, the electricity market goes through some restrictions from time to time, which
form the unique position of generators. The attended regions of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” border with each other, but the generating facilities located in their territories are
situated in different economic conditions.
For example, Lipetsk HPP-2, Smolensk HPP-2, Orel HPP, Diaghilev HPP are
characterized by larger electricity sales efficiency for the DAM prices, and this is due to grid
limitations, transmission capacity of intersystem power lines for the supply of electricity from a
certain number of regions to other regions, as well as to the neighboring FFAs. Any application
of such a generator is able to set a price or influence it in the respective region significantly.
Lack of grid limitations in the units and high competition lead to the formation of lower
electricity selling price in the region in the free market sectors. This circumstance affects
negatively the efficiency of the sales of energy produced by the plants in the Voronezh and
Kursk Regions.
The main competitive advantage of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” is the presence of
generating capacity of new facilities in its structure (GTU-30 MW of Kaluga HPP-1, GSU-115
MW of the HPP of NWD (city of Kursk), GSU-52 MW of the Elets HPP, GSU-115 MW of
Voronezh HPP-2, GSU-190 MW of the Novomoskovsk SDPS, GTU-30 MW of the Livny HPP).
The prime cost of electricity production by new facilities is the lowest in the Company, and the
plants have the possibility of additional loading of generating equipment under the condensation
cycle for the effective sale of electricity in this mode.
Competitive environment in the context of CCO 2015
PJSC “UES SO”, in accordance with the Rules of the Wholesale Market for Electricity
and Capacity, as a result of competitive capacity outtake (CCO) for 2015, selected the following
electric power plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” – the Alexin HPP, Voronezh HPP2, Kursk HPP-1, Novomoskovsk SDPS, Orel HPP, Smolensk HPP-2, Shchekino SDPS.
The plants that did not pass CCO – the Gubkin HPP, Belgorod HPP, GTU HPP “Luch”,
Voronezh HPP-1, Kaluga HPP-1, Lipetsk HPP-2, Elets HPP, Dankov HPP, Livny HPP, Dyagilev
HPP, Tambov HPP, Efremov HPP – they were assigned the status of forced generators.
Thermal energy market
The main competitors of the Company in the thermal energy market are sources of
centralized heating of various forms of ownership, private boiler plants, cogeneration units,
GTU-HPPs and own heat generating capacities of large industrial enterprises in the regions
attended by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”.
Factors ensuring the competitive advantage of the Company in the thermal energy
markets are:
- implementation of the strategy of bypassing intermediaries in the payments chain
(wholesale resellers and management companies), switch to direct settlement of accounts with
population in the regions (The scheme of work implying consumers’ direct payments has been
implemented and is successfully functioning in regional and district centers in the regions
attended by the Company, namely: in the Belgorod, Voronezh, Kursk, Smolensk, Lipetsk and
Orel Regions. Population’s payments collection after the switch to direct settlement of accounts
grows significantly and exceeds 96%);
- obtaining of the status of a unified heat supply entity (UHSE) of the company in the
attended regions, which allows to sign direct contracts with all consumers in municipalities, carry
out the optimization of the modes of heat consumption in the heat supply system (At 31
December 2015, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” has the status of UHSE in the operational
zone of its sources in the cities of Kursk, Voronezh, Lipetsk and Orel, as well as entirely in the
cities of Belgorod and Smolensk. All the required actions to obtain the status of UHSE in the city
14

of Tambov since 1 January 2016 have been completed. Obtaining of the UHSE status has
allowed to exclude wholesale resellers, who are the main debtors of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, from the thermal energy sales schemes);
- flexible marketing policy of the Company.
In order to improve loyality, the Company implements the client-focused policy. Own
settlement centers and customer service centers (CSC) were established in the cities of Lipetsk,
Voronezh, Kursk and Smolensk.
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Section 3. Priority lines of activity of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation”. Development prospects for 2016
3.1 Report by the Board of Directors on priority activity lines of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”

The activities of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in 2015
were aimed to form necessary conditions for maintaining stable operation of the Company and
its development as a territorial energy company, provide control over the management of
assets, investment, financial and economic activities, enhance efficiency and transparency of
the internal management mechanisms, improve the control system and accountability of the
management bodies of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, comply with the shareholders’
rights.
During its work, the Board of Directors consistently implemented its major task
associated with the definition of priority lines of activity of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”,
its development strategy.
The activities of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” were
carried out based on the approved annual action plan.
In 2015, the Board of Directors held 5 meetings (joint presence) and 19 absentee
meetings, during which the Board of Directors took 313 decisions, including 24 decisions –
during in-person meetings, 289 – within the framework of absentee voting.
The following key decisions were taken by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation” on a number of the main activity lines of the Company:
1. Optimization of the asset structure.
In 2015, the implementation of the Generation Assets Structure Optimization Concept of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, approved by the Board of Directors (meeting of 17 May
2012, form – joint presence) continued, which is aimed to minimize the negative impact of
inefficient power plants on the financial and economic performance of the Company and the
adaptation of development of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” to the increased interference
of the government in the energy industry. Within the framework of the implementation of the
plan, unprofitable plants were separated as stand-alone subsidiaries of the Company; a costs
compensation mechanism was launched in respect of the plants; and the question of putting
unprofitable plants out of operation was addressed. If these measures did not give a positive
effect, the question of the sale of the loss-making power plants was raised. Thus, the Board of
Directors considered and took decisions on the following issues in 2015:
- Termination of participation in LLC “Kotovsk HPP” (28 April 2015, form – joint
presence);
- Termination of participation in LLC “Dorogobuzh HPP" (28 April 2015, form – joint
presence);
- Termination of participation in LLC “Shchekino SDPS” (17 December 2015, form –
absentee voting).
During the meetings devoted to termination of participation in the subsidiaries, the Board
of Directors considered the grounds for the assets sale: forecasted loss-making of the activities
in the medium term and the inability of LLC “Kotovsk HPP”, LLC “Dorogobuzh HPP”, LLC
“Shchekino SDPS” to continue their operations without the financial support by PJSC “Quadra Power Generation”.
2. Implementation of the investment program for the construction of new facilities and
renovation of old ones.
16

As part of the implementation of the investment program for construction of new facilities
and renovation of old ones, the Board of Directors considered the following issue in 2015:
- On approval of the investment project “Expansion of the Dyagilev HPP. Construction of
GSU-115 MW” (with regard to the maximum allowed budget of the project) (the meeting of 11
June 2015, form – joint presence).
The Board of Directors took note of the information: in the course of the implementation
of the project “Expansion of the Dyagilev HPP. Construction of GSU-115 MW”, the
circumstances appeared that necessitated the postponement of the completion and budget
adjustment for implementation of additional works. The investment project “Expansion of the
Dyagilev HPP. Construction of GSU-115 MW” with new parameters was approved by the Board
of Directors.
3. Formation of the effective organizational structure
- On the organizational structuring of the Company (the meeting of 19 October 2015,
form – joint presence).
At the beginning of 2015, the Company had five branches and eight 100% heat grid
subsidiaries in the regions of its presence. With the aim of deepening the centralization of
business management, the Board of Directors considered the restructuring of the existing
management system, namely implementation of heat grid activity solely by the Company's
branches. In 2015, additional branches of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” were established
in the attended regions, and as from 1 January 2016, the heat grid activities started on the basis
of the Company’s branches.
Thus, as at the end of 2015, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” has the following
branches: Belgorod Generation, Voronezh Generation, Kursk Generation, Lipetsk Generation,
Orel Generation, Smolensk Generation, Tambov Generation, Central Generation (Kaluga
Region, Ryazan Region, Tula Region). As from 1 January 2016, heat grid subsidiaries of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” do not perform operational activities.

3.2 Priority activity lines of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
in 2015

In 2015, the Company sold loss-making generating facilities, as part of the Company’s
generation assets optimization program:
- 100% stake in the charter capital of LLC “Dorogobuzh HPP” and fixed assets of the
Dorogobuzh HPP (residential settlement of Verhnedneprovsky, Dorogobuzh District, Smolensk
Region);
- 100% stake in the charter capital of LLC “Kotovsk HPP” (city of Kotovsk, Tambov
Region);
- fixed assets of the Dankov HPP (city of Dankov, Lipetsk Region);
- fixed assets of the Shchekino SDPS (city of Sovetsk, Tula Region).
These plants went through technical and economic audit, which revealed inability to
become break even or minimize loss.
In 2015, the Company started implementation of the assets structure change strategy of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” and arrangement of the business in the structure of the
regional branch network associated with the regions of presence of the Company’s generating
facilities. Implementation of measures in this line assumes the termination of activities of the
heat grid subsidiaries in 2016. Arrangement of the business in the structure of the regional
branch network associated with the regions of presence of the generating facilities of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” will allow to create a single point of accountability in the territory of
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presence, to consolidate the accounts receivable in the region, which, in its turn, will allow to
optimize costs and increase the efficiency of their recovery.
One of the priorities was and is heat sales development. As part of this strategy, PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” organized switch to direct contracts and settlement of accounts
with individuals, increased the number of end-users and personal accounts. This, in its turn, will
allow to improve cash collection level for delivered products, which were previously supplied by
subsidiary heat grid companies, up to the level of payment by end consumers through
eliminating the intermediary, reduce the amount of accounts receivable, as well as resolve the
issues of the effective collection mechanism and work with non-payers in a particular region of
the presence.
Besides, on the thermal energy market, in 2015, in the framework of the policy to
eliminate wholesale resellers from the Company’s heat energy sale schemes:
- obtaining of the UHSE status was ensured in the city of Tambov. Thus, the
accumulation of debt of the largest reseller-defaulter - MUE "TIS" was stopped;
- the process of switching to direct settlement of accounts was completed in Smolensk
(more than 90% of the population make payment directly to PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, bypassing intermediaries);
- conditions were created for the immediate receipt of funds in respect of all municipal
customers in the city of Orel;
- share of residents who choose to pay directly to the resource supplying company in the
city of Kursk increased.
As part of obtaining a permit for the construction of CSA facilities, the procedures of
adjustment of the changes entered into by Order #679 of the RF Government of 08.08.2013
regarding the Rules for Gas Use and Provision of Gas Supply Services in the Russian
Federation were initiated. As a result, changes were made to the Rules for Gas Use and
Provision of Gas Supply Services in the Russian Federation.
According to the changes, there is no need for the availability of back-up fuel for the
Company’s CSA facilities. The changes made to Order of 30 March 2015 allowed to speed up
the receipt of a positive opinion from the Federal Autonomous Institution “State Expertise of
Russia” (Glavgosexpertiza Rossii) for the design documentation of CSA facilities, and this
ensured receipt of the construction permits.
Equipment was supplied in order to implement the capacity output schemes in respect of
GSUs of the Alexin HPP and Dyagilev HPP.
As part of the RRD Program, in 2015, generating equipment was repaired, which allowed
to extend the life of existing equipment of competitive plants, remove technological constraints
as to electricity and capacity output, as well as create the necessary foundation for a successful
continuation of the implementation of important projects.
The reports of compliance with the specifications of WMEC class A were obtained for all
generating facilities of the Company.
Within the framework of improvement of the quality and reliability of heat supply, as well
as development of the prospects of increasing thermal energy supply due to connection of new
consumers, the heat grid business went through arrangements for the reconstruction of heating
mains and steam lines in the cities of Voronezh and Smolensk. Construction of block networks
in the micro district Eletsky in the city of Lipetsk, and new heating systems in the cities of
Belgorod and Lipetsk was carried out in the framework of technological connection of new
consumers.
In 2015, development and phased implementation of a complex of measures was carried
out to stop the activities of the loss-making subsidiary repair company JSC “Quadra-R”;
contractors working at lower cost, while maintaining the required quality of repair work, were
involved to repair the Company’s equipment.
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In 2015, the Company commenced implementation of the system Lean Manufacturing –
the manufacturing enterprise management concept based on the continuous improvement of
business processes and constant striving to eliminate all kinds of losses that arise in the
production cycle. More than 80% of the Company’s employees were trained; pilot
implementation of lean manufacturing system tools started in all branches of the Company.
In 2015, the efficiency of fuel resources use grew. Reduction in the specific consumption
of equivalent fuel for electricity supply amounted to 288.4 g/kWh, which is 9% lower than in
2014. The improvement of the fuel use figure was influenced by an increase in the share of
electricity generation in the cogeneration mode at power plants, as well as by an increase in
electricity generation by energy-efficient equipment (GSUs and GTUs of HPPs) with an increase
in installed capacity utilization rate (electricity) from 59.6% to 62.5%. Besides, the rate of the
specific consumption of equivalent fuel for heat supply reduced from 153.2 kg/Gcal to 151.4
kg/Gcal (-2.2).
The total positive effect was rendered on fuel use figures by a translation of the power
plants from low efficiency power generation to the mode of boilers in non-heating period.
Following the results of 2015, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” ensured a decrease in
turnover of employees in the Company to a natural level that does not cause significant
economic losses associated with the selection of candidates and filling-in vacant positions, from
6.1% in 2014 to 4.7% in 2015.
The priority areas in staff training were:
- ensuring the reliability of electrical equipment of power plants;
- gas turbine and gas steam technologies in the energy sector;
- prevention of accidents of steam turbines and units;
- implementation of new scientific and technical projects for individual reliability and
safety issues in the energy sector;
- injury prevention and occupational safety and health management;
- application of the international standards and quality assurance tools in sectors and
business areas.
In order to improve the real level of wages for employees, the Company ensured the
growth of the average wage in the Company by 3.5% compared to 2014.
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, being a socially responsible company, in 2015,
signed a new collective agreement effective before 2017, fully preserving the employees’ social
package.

3.3 Prospects for 2016
In 2016, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, as part of the approved investment
program, plans to complete the project “Expansion of the Dyagilev HPP. Construction of GSU115 MW” and put it into operation.
Besides, implementation of a complex of works is also planned to perform the project
“Construction of the gas steam unit of 115 MW at the Alexin HPP” and “Reconstruction of
Voronezh HPP-1. Construction of GSU-223 MW” in order to ensure the commissioning in 20172018.
In 2016, the Company will continue to implement measures to reduce outstanding
receivables formed by the largest non-payers, which will be implemented with the participation
of the Administrations of Smolensk and Tambov as well.
To this end, the development of recovery mechanisms and regulation of business
processes to resolve the problem receivables for thermal energy, electric energy (capacity) will
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be completed. In addition, the analysis and generalization of judicial practice on the Company's
operations will continue in order to minimize regulatory risks concerning the work on the heating
market and the WMEC.
As part of the policy to exclude wholesale resellers from heat energy sales schemes, the
Company plans to implement the scheme of switching to direct settlement of accounts with the
population in the city of Tambov, as well as to complete switching to direct settlement of
accounts in the cities of Kursk and Orel.
Completion of the measures to change the assets structure of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” and liquidate heat grid subsidiaries is expected in 2016-2017.
In 2016, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” plans to develop and approve the
Company's technical policy for the medium term, including the generating equipment
management strategy (including the program of decommissioning inefficient equipment).
Besides the implementation of the planned measures of the retooling and reconstruction
program, the works to relay heating grids in the cities of Smolensk and Tambov will be carried
out at the expense of the subsidy from the budget. It is planned to implement and complete the
activities under the power supply schemes for GSU of the Alexin HPP and GSU of the Dyagilev
HPP.
Moreover, the Company will continue to connect new consumers in 2016 at the expense
of the funds received within the framework of the technological connection activities.
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SECTION 4. Risks map

In its everyday work, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” attaches great importance to influence of various risks on the Company’s
operations and identifies, evaluates and minimizes consequences of potential impact of risks. Such systematic work helps identify new
sector, regional, financial, legal and other risks that may affect the interests of the Company and the parties which are interested in its
activities. PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” applies the following ways of risk management:
- insurance (contracts with insurance firms);
- reserving (creation of reserves to cover unexpected expenses);
- diversification (work with the diversified base of suppliers/consumers);
- restriction, limitation and avoidance.
Market risks
Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

Restriction of access to competitive
capacity outtake;
absence of compensation for economically
sound constant charges.

low

- Acknowledgement and assignment of the status of the “forced”
mode;
- implementation of the efficiency improvement program at facilities;
- putting facilities out of operation.

Fuel price growth

- Advancing growth of gas price in relation
to growth of electricity and thermal energy
prices.

high

- Implementation of the investment program with application of heat
and energy saving technologies, which helps to lower the risks
related with increase in prices for fuel resources.

Decrease in generation as a result of
economic growth deceleration

- Decrease in economy growth rates.

high

- Optimization of equipment operation modes

Risk

Risk description

Revision of technical requirements of
the system operator to generating
equipment
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Refusal of large industrial consumers
to purchase thermal energy because of
change in production methods,
construction of own sources of heat
supply, switch to own sources and
performance of a complex of energy
saving actions

- Decrease in volume of thermal energy
production;
- possible subsequent decrease in volume
and/or growth of prime cost of electricity
production performed in co-generation
mode, and, accordingly, revenue reduction.

Receivables growth

- Deficiency of funds to implement the
repair and investment programs of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” in full
amount
- failure to meet own obligations to creditors
regarding payment for gas and other
resources

Unscheduled idle time of equipment
due to impossibility of troubleshooting
the technological faults in operation of
imported equipment

high

- Switch to direct contracts (settlement of accounts) with end users;
- constant monitoring of payment discipline of thermal energy
consumers in order to take timely measures to avoid receivables
growth

- Impact of international sanctions on
participation of foreign companies in supply
of spare parts and repairs of imported
equipment

medium

- Maintenance of the existing national main equipment in
serviceable condition;
- implementation of the retooling and reconstruction program
regarding the existing national equipment;
- development and implementation of the import substitution
program.

Risk description

Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

Regulatory risks
Risk

medium

- Increase in operational efficiency by way of implementation of the
programs aimed at production costs reduction and saving;
- diversification of business on the thermal energy markets;
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Limitation of regulated tariffs for
electricity and thermal energy by the
government

- Lag of indexation of tariffs (prices) for
electricity sold under regulated agreements
behind actual fuel price;
- limitation of growth rates of thermal
energy tariffs for them to be lower than
inflation and growth rates of costs of
thermal energy production;
- partial compensation for amounts of
cross-subsidization between thermal
energy and electricity in the electricity tariffs
(prices);
- restriction of growth of tariffs for the end
user.

high

Market model change

- Revision of the existing market model.

high

- Active cooperation with regulating bodies in the field of provision,
substantiation and protection of economically sound tariffs for
electricity and thermal energy;
- holding of the procedure of settlement of disagreements with
regional regulating authorities based on the results of tariff-balance
decisions;
- holding of the procedure of the pretrial dispute review with regional
regulating authorities based on the results of tariff-balance
decisions;
- holding of systematic monitoring, analysis and assessment of
current prices and tariffs, their structural components;
- Cooperation with legislative and governing authorities on possible
changes in the current market model

- Introduction of technical requirements to
generation facilities, compliance with which
needs material capital expenditure.

high

- Monitoring of changes in normative acts;
- participation of the Company’s representatives in the membership
of the committees and inter-sector groups under the Association
“Energy Producers Union”, Association “NP Market Council” when
elaborating enactments of the RF Government and federal
executive authorities;
- planning of long-term actions at the Company’s facilities in order to
distribute evenly the costs when meeting the requirements of
obligatory normative acts;
- analysis of the condition of the Company’s main equipment,
assessment of necessity of available electrical and thermal capacity
of facilities, formation of the decision on putting main equipment out
of operation in order to exclude inefficient investments.

Risk description

Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

Currency risks

- Fluctuation of exchange rates.

high

Inflation risks

- Loss in real value of accounts receivable
in the event of essential deferral or delay in

high

Commencement of normative acts
having material effect on the
Company’s performance

Financial risks
Risk
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- Amending the current agreements regarding definition of the
services cost in rubles;
- establishing the fixed currency rate when defining the services cost
in rubles.
- Monitoring, analysis and accounting of macroeconomic factors in
business planning;

Financial losses due to failure to
launch CSA facilities in time

Growth of receivables

payment;
- increase in interest payable, increase in
prime cost of goods, products, works,
services due to indexation of tariffs for fuel,
purchased electricity, wages;
- devaluation of assets placed in money.
- Application of penalties by governing
authorities;
- failure to receive payment for capacity.

Interest rates change

high

- Control and audit of performance of the investment program;
- recovery of losses from contractors, who broke contract
obligations.
- Increase in allowances for doubtful debts
- switch to direct settlement of accounts for thermal energy with end
users;
- constant monitoring of the payment discipline of thermal energy
and electricity consumers in order to take timely measures to
prevent receivables growth;
- signing of agreements with local authorities in respect of
participation of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in development
of the centralized heat supply systems of regions, tariff policy;
- participation of the Company’s representatives in the membership
of the committees and inter-sector groups under the Association
“Energy Producers Union”, Association “NP Market Council” when
elaborating enactments of the RF Government and federal
executive authorities, which are elaborated within the framework of
implementation of Federal Law #190-FL “On heat supply” dated 27
July 2010.

- Deficiency of money for comprehensive
implementation of the repair and
investment programs of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”;
- default on own obligations to creditors in
respect of payment for gas and other
resources

high

Risk description

Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

high

- Decline in the share of credits and loans in working capital of the
issuer;
- raising of credits and loans at a fixed rate upon the condition of
impossibility of revision of borrowing rates by banks unilaterally in
order to avoid negative impact of short-term fluctuations in interest
rates;
- diversification of the sources and methods of borrowing, increase
in time periods of borrowing.

Credit risks
Risk

- optimization of costs and assets structure.

- Growth of borrowings value.

Legal risks
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Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

medium

- Monitoring of changes in tax laws;
- monitoring of judicial and administrative practice;

medium

- Monitoring of changes in currency regulation, rules of customs
regulation and duties

medium

- Monitoring of requirements to licensing

- Failure to perform, or essential delays in
performance of court judgments, which are
delivered in favor of the Company

medium

- As measures to manage the above risks, the Company monitors
timeframes and actions taken by bailiff services and banks to
comply with the enforcement documents. Supervisory authorities
are applied for provision of support to enforce the judgments which
came into effect.

Risk

Risk description

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

Production risks

- One-time drastic increase in load over the
planned one on the basis of consumers’
applications;
- technical risks related with maintenance
of equipment and caused by such factors
as maintenance of equipment with
maximum deviations from normative and
technical requirements;
- one-time drastic decrease in load;
- operational personnel’s mistakes;
- breaking of the dispatching schedule and
discipline.

Degree
of
impact

Default on obligations by suppliers

- Interruptions in deliveries of materials and

Risk

Change in tax laws

Change in currency regulation, rules of
customs regulation and duties
Change in requirements to licensing

Failure to perform court judgments

Risk description
- Change in tax rates;
- introduction of new kinds of taxes;
- incorrect computation and payment of
taxes, caused by disparate treatment of
norms of the laws, which implies varying
interpretations.
- Changes affecting the Company’s
activities, economic operations
- Inclusion of the main kind of the
Company’s activities in the licensed kinds
of activities on the legislative level.

Operational risks
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low

low

- Selection of optimal composition of main and auxiliary equipment;
- insurance of property, dangerous industrial facilities, vehicles, civil
liability, insurance of personnel;
- renewal of stocks of fuel, spare parts, materials;
- holding of actions aimed to increase the energy system reliability.

- Diversification and careful selection of suppliers;
- recovery of losses from contractors who violated agreement

Unscheduled idle time of equipment
due to occurrence of technological
failures

Loss of assets as a result of property
damage

equipment required for new construction,
retooling and repairs;
- default by contracting organizations on
agreement obligations as regards timelines and quality of performed works.
- Physical wear, breach of operational
conditions and drastic change in equipment
operational parameters.

medium

- Implementation of repair works;
- implementation of the retooling and reconstruction program.

- Putting of equipment out of operable
condition and property damage as a result
of acts of terrorism, plunders and acts of
nature in the regions of presence.

low

- Holding of regular inspections for antiterrorist security of the
personnel and production;
- organization of protection against possible consequences of
failures, accidents and acts of nature, emergency prevention and
fire prevention trainings of personnel;
- organization of trainings and actions related with prevention of
plunders;
- insurance of property

Risk description

Degree
of
impact

Company’s actions to mitigate the risk

high

- Implementation of measures for career guidance among pupils in
schools, students in primary and secondary vocational and higher
education institutions in the regions where the Company operates;
- development of the recruitment program for young professionals graduates from educational institutions located outside the regions
attended by the Company;
- organization of the youth movement.

high

- Improvement of the regulatory base standardization system;
- revealing of inefficient and duplicating business processes.

Human resources risks
Risk

Lack in qualified personnel, with
reduction in share of young specialists
and increase in share of employees
who reached retirement age

Possible complexities in the
management system improvement

obligations.

- Mass departure of young people from the
regions of the Company’s production units
presence to the capital and major regional
centers;
- absence of the mechanisms to retain
qualified personnel in a competitive
environment formed due to presence of
industrial enterprises in the regions
attended by the Company
- Possible delays in taking management
decisions when changing the structure and
redistribution of the functional;
- absence of the formalized model of
business processes.
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SECTION 5. Corporate governance
The Company follows strictly the principles and procedures of corporate governance
defined by the Corporate Governance Code, which was approved by the Board of Directors of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”. The Company undertakes to follow strictly the
requirements of this document and to improve the corporate governance standards constantly
according to the best international experience subject to the Corporate Governance Code
recommended for application by letter #06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia dated 10 April 2014.
Improvement and systematization of the corporate governance of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” enables for implementation of the whole spectrum of the actions aimed at:
- provision of protection of the rights and interests of all shareholders, including the rights
of shareholders to participate in the Company’s management;
- equal treatment of all shareholders, including minority and foreign shareholders;
- full and timely disclosure of information on the Company, including on its financial
position, economic parameters, structure of the property and structure of management;
- effective control over the Company’s financial and economic activity;
- implementation of the uniform corporate policy in respect of the subsidiaries and
dependent entities and other legal entities, the participant of which is PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”;
- implementation of the information openness and transparency policy with observance of
the norms of business ethics in dealing;
- performance by the Company’s management bodies of their duties in the interests of
the Company and all shareholders with observance of the requirements of the Russian
Federation laws and international corporate governance standards.
Information on observance by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” of the Corporate
Conduct Code recommended for application by Letter #06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia of 10
April 2014 is provided in Schedule #2 to the Annual Report.
Information on the Company’s management bodies and bodies controlling its
financial and economic activities:

The General Meeting of Shareholders is the supreme body of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” management through which shareholders exercise their right to participate in the
management of the Company.
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Elaboration of the Company’s development strategy, its general management and control
over activity of executive bodies are carried out by the Board of Directors. The work of the
Board of Directors is organized by the Chairperson of the Board of Directors who is elected by
the members of the Board of Directors from among their number by the majority of votes from
among the total number of the members of the Board of Directors.
The executive bodies of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” are Management Board and
General Director.
The Management Board, which is a joint executive body, carries out its activity in the
interests of the Company, is guided by the decisions of the General Meeting of Shareholders
and Board of Directors.
The Management Board and General Director are responsible for practical
implementation of the development strategy and policy of the Company and carry out
management of current activity.

5.1 General Meeting of Shareholders
Shareholders participate in management of the Company through discussion and
decision-making on the agenda items put to the vote at the General Meeting of Shareholders. A
shareholder owning the voting shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” participates in the
work of the General Meeting of Shareholders personally or through a representative.
On 16 June 2015, the annual General Meeting of Shareholders was held (Minutes #1/18,
date of the minutes drawing up 19.06.2015), which covered the following items:
1. On approval of the annual report, annual accounting statements, including profit and
loss statement for 2014.
2. On distribution of profit (including payment (announcement) of dividends) and loss of
the Company for the financial year 2014.
3. On election of members to the Company’s Board of Directors.
4. On election of the members to the Company’s Internal Audit Commission.
5. On approval of the Company’s Auditor.
6. On approval of the Company’s Charter in a new version.
7. On approval of the Regulation on the General Meeting of Shareholders of the
Company in a new version.
8. On approval of the Regulation on the Board of Directors of the Company in a new
version.
9. On approval of the Regulation on the Management Board of the Company in a new
version.
10. On approval of the Regulation on the Internal Audit Commission of the Company in a
new version.
No extraordinary General Meetings of Shareholders were held in 2015.

5.2 Board of Directors
The Company believes that the professional Board of Directors is an essential element of
efficient corporate governance. The Board of Directors influences the performance of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”, exercising general strategic management and control over the
work of the executive bodies in the interests of the Company and its shareholders.
The competence of the Board of Directors includes the following key issues:
- definition of priority lines of activity and strategy of the Company;
- formation of executive bodies of the Company and termination of their powers;
- recommendations on the amount of dividends on shares and procedure of payment;
- approval of internal documents;
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- approval of the business plan, including the retooling, reconstruction and development
program, investment program and approval of reports on their implementation;
- approval of large transactions and interested-party transactions;
- establishment of committees under the Board of Directors, election of committees’
members and early termination of their powers, approval of regulations on committees of the
Board of Directors.
The Board of Directors consists of Nine (9) people in accordance with:
- the Charter of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (version #6) approved by the annual
General Meeting of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” held on 22.05.2012;
- the Charter of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (version #7) approved by the annual
General Meeting of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” held on 16.06.2015;
The Board of Directors activity in 2015
In 2015, 5 meetings (joint presence) and 19 absentee votings of the Board of Directors
were held.
The main decisions taken by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
in 2015:
- approval of the Business Plan, Investment Program, Retooling and Reconstruction
Program (as part of the Business Plan), Annual Comprehensive Program of Purchases for
2015, and reports on their implementation;
- decisions related with formation of the Company’s Management Board;
- election of committees under the Board of Directors in a new membership;
- election of General Director, Chairperson of the Board of Directors;
- on the actions to reduce accounts receivable for the thermal energy supplied;
- on termination of participation in SEs;
- approval of the Action Plan of the Board of Directors for the period before the annual
General Meeting of Shareholders held in 2016;
- approval of the Insurance Program of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” for 2015;
- approval of large transactions;
- approval of interested-party transactions (with SEs of the Company).
Current membership of the Board of Directors:
The current membership of the Board of Directors was elected by the annual General
Meeting of Shareholders on 16 June 2015.
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The membership of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which worked as at 31 December 2015:
The membership of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which worked as from 16 June 2015, was elected by the annual
General Meeting of Shareholders on 16 June 2015:
Chairperson of the Board of Directors

Ekaterina Mikhailovna Salnikova
1957

Deputy Financial Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”

Members of the Board of Directors

Vladlen Lazarevich Alexandrovich

1968
General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”
He graduated from Norilsk Industrial Institute
majoring
in
“Economy
and
enterprise
management”.
In 1986, he started to work with Norilsk Lenin’s
Order A.P. Zavenyagin Mining Metallurgical Plant.
From 2004, he worked with the Norilsk City
Administration, the Krasnoyarsk Region, and in
2007, he headed the Norilsk City Administration.
In 2008-2010, he was chief of the Residential
Construction
and
Designing
Development
Department of the Federal Fund for Support of
Residential Construction.
In 2010, he occupied the position of deputy
executive director for external relations of LLC
“Group Sintez”. From 2010 to 2013, he headed
PJSC “TGC-2”.
From 25 December 2014 to 5 February 2016, he
was General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, Chairperson of the Management
Board of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”.

In 1979, she graduated from Moscow Sergo Ordzhonikidze Institute of Management majoring in “Engineer-Economist for management arrangement”. PhD in
Economics. In 1997, she graduated from the Academy of Public Administration under the President of the Russian Federation with a major in “Jurisprudence”. From
1998 through 2007, she was Director for corporate structures, Deputy Finance Director for corporate governance (corporate governance director) of CJSC “Holding
Company INTERROS” and General Director of CJSC “Universalinvest”. From 2007 to date, she is Deputy Financial Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”. As from 2008,
she is a member of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, and as from 25 December 2014, she is its Chairperson. Besides, currently she is a
member of the Board of Directors of LLC “IC “Soglasie”, PJSC “OPIN”, PJSC “RBC”, LLC “E-AUTO”.
She has no shares in the Company
Daniel Lesin Wolfe

Gamid Gaibov

Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin

1965

1974
Managing Director of LLC “Zenon Capital
Partners”

1970
Director of the Law Directorate
of LLC “Group ONEXIM”

He graduated from the Brandeis University,
Massachusetts, USA, in 1998, qualification
“Master of Science in International Economy
and Finances”.
In 2010, he worked as Director of CB J.P.
Morgan Bank International (LLC).
As from 2010, he is Managing Director of LLC
“Zenon Capital Plus”.

In 1992, he graduated from Moscow
Lomonosov State University majoring in
“jurisprudence”. In 1993, he received a Master
of Law at Moscow International University. In
2002, he was awarded the degree of
Candidate of Legal Sciences of Russian
Academy of Public Administration under the
President of the Russian Federation. From
1998 through 2007, he held the position of
General Director of CJSC “Monetary Financial
Company”. In addition, from 2004 through
2006, he was Director of the Law Directorate
of PJSC “Bank Pervoe OVK”. From 2006
through 2008, he was Deputy General
Director of CJSC “APK “Agros”. As from 2008,
he is Director of the Law Directorate of LLC
“Group ONEXIM”.

Deputy General Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”
He graduated from Dartmouth College in 1987, and in 1991 he
received a J.D. degree (doctor of jurisprudence) at Columbia
University, NY, USA. Since 1994, he has been holding senior
positions in Russian investment companies. As from 1997, he is
Executive Director of the investment company “Troika Dialog”, he was
also a member of the trade committee of PJSC “RTS” and a member
of the Board of Directors of IC “Troika Dialog”; later, he was Acting
President of the management company “Troika Dialog”. During 2004 2008, he was Senior Managing Director of Alfa Capital Partners; as
from 2009, he is Head of Wolfeworks Limited. As from December
2010, he is Director for investor relations of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”. On 23 May 2011, he was elected as a member of the
Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”. As from
2014, he is Deputy General Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM” (as
part-time job). From 21 April 2011 to 10 October 2014, he was a
member of the Management Board of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”. Besides, he is currently a member of the Board of
Directors of United Company RUSAL Plc, Rusal Global Management
B.V., Renaissance Financial Holdings Limited and heads the Board of
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Directors of Renaissance Capital Investments Limited.

He has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company

Natalia Valentinovna Sharshova

Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky

David Alexander Hurn

Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov

1975

1971

1974

Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

Managing Director of the Representative
Office of the Limited Liability Company
Specialized Research Limited

Chief of the corporate governance
standards division of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 1996, he graduated from the economic
faculty of Moscow State Technical
University
of
Communication
and
Information Science. From 2005 to 2008,
he was Chief of the Corporate Governance
Improvement Administration in JSC “MMC
“Norilsk Nickel”. From 2010 to date, he is
Chief of the corporate governance
standards division of LLC “Group
ONEXIM”. Besides, currently he is a
member of the Board of Directors of CJSC
“Profotek”,
CJSC
“Kraus-M”,
CJSC
“Rublyovo”.
He has no shares in the Company

1976

Chief of Corporate Structures
Administration of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
In 1999, she graduated from Moscow Industrial
University majoring in economy and machine
building enterprises management.
In 2004, she graduated from Moscow Industrial
University majoring in jurisprudence.
As from 2008, she works in the corporate
structures administration of LLC “Group
ONEXIM” on the position of main specialist,
then chief of the administration.

In 1997, he graduated from the faculty of international law of
Moscow State University of Foreign Affairs under the RF Foreign
Affairs Ministry majoring in jurisprudence. From 2004 through
2006, he was Corporate Secretary, Vice-President, Advisor to
General Director of PJSC “MMC “Norilsk Nickel”. From 2005
through 2006, he was a non-executive member of the Board of
Directors of the company Gold Field Limited (the South African
Republic). From 2006 through 2007, he was Executive Director of
LLC “Media Plaza”. From 2007 to date, he is Deputy General
Director of LLC “Group ONEXIM”. Besides, currently he is a
member of the Board of Directors of CJSC “Profotek”,
Renaissance Financial Holdings Limited, PJSC “OPIN”.

He graduated from Harvard University in
1993. From 2003 through 2010, he was
Director of the representative office of
“Halcyon International Limited”. From 2010
to date, he is Managing Director of the
Representative Office of the Limited Liability
Company Specialized Research Limited.
He is an independent member of the Board
of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”.

She has no shares in the Company.

He has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company
He is an independent director

The membership of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, which worked before 16 June 2015, was elected
at the annual General Meeting of Shareholders on 4 June 2014 and included:
Chairperson of the Board of Directors:
Yulia Vasilievna Basova

Members of the Board of Directors:
Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Pavel Victorovich Danilov
Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin
Ekaterina Mikhailovna Salnikova

Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky
David Alexander Hurn
Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov
Vladimir Vitalievich Shelkov

After 31 December 2015, the membership of the Board of Directors underwent the following changes:
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On 9 March 2016, the extraordinary General Meeting of Shareholders elected a new Board of Directors:
Chairperson of the Board of Directors:
Evgeny Vyacheslavovcih Dod

Members of the Board of Directors:
Vladlen Lazarevich Alexandrovich
Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Evgeny Evgenievich Gorev
Yury Pavlovich Pimonov

Ekaterina Mikhailovna Salnikova
Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky
Sergey Afanasievich Tazin
David Alexander Hurn

Participation of the members of the Board of Directors in the works of the board of directors and its committees
#

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Members of the Board of Directors in the
reporting year

Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Pavel Victorovich Danilov
Andrey Nikolaevich Kononov
Sergey Sergeyevich Podsypanin
Ekaterina Mikhailovna Salnikova
Mikhail Alexandrovich Sosnovsky
David Alexander Hurn
Yulia Vasilievna Basova
Vladimir Vitalievich Shelkov
Vladlen Lazarevich Alexandrovich
Gamid Gaibov
Natalia Valentinovna Sharshova

Participation in meetings

Participation in a meeting
of the Audit Committee

(total number of meetings in the
period of exercising the powers
/ participated)

(total number of meetings in the
period of exercising the powers
/ participated)

24/23
11/6
24/23
24/22
24/19
24/21
24/21
11/1
11/2
13/13
13/11
13/13

5/5
3/2
5/2
5/5
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Participation in a meeting
of the HR and Remunerations
Committee
(total number of meetings in the
period of exercising the powers
/ participated)
3/2

3/3
3/1

5.3 General Director. Management Board
Management by current activities is carried out by the sole executive body – the General
Director and joint executive body - the Management Board.
The General Director is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of
Directors.
The General Director’s competence includes all issues of the Company’s current operations,
except for the issues within the competence of the General Meeting of Shareholders, Board of
Directors and Management Board. Vladlen Lazarevich Alexandrovich was General Director of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” and Chairperson of the Management Board throughout the year 2015.
By the resolution of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, Yury Pavlovich
Pimonov was elected General Director of the Company as from 6 February 2016 (Minutes #14/226 of
the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” of 5 February 2016).
The main tasks of the Management Board:
- ensuring of achievement of a high level of return on assets and maximum profit derived from
the activities of the Company;
- implementation of financial and economic policy of the Company, elaboration of decisions on
major issues of its current business activities and coordination of work of its subdivisions;
- development of proposals in respect of the development strategy of the Company;
- ensuring that the rights and legitimate interests of the Company’s shareholders are
protected.
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Membership of the Management Board at 31 December 2015:
Vladlen Lazarevich Alexandrovich

Chairperson of the Management Board










1968
General Director of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”

He graduated from Norilsk Industrial Institute majoring in “Economy and enterprise management”.
In 1986, he started to work with Norilsk Lenin’s Order A.P. Zavenyagin Mining Metallurgical Plant.
From 2004, he worked with the Norilsk City Administration, the Krasnoyarsk Region, and in 2007, he headed the Norilsk City
Administration.
In 2008-2010, he was chief of the Residential Construction and Designing Development Department of the Federal Fund for
Support of Residential Construction.
In 2010, he occupied the position of deputy executive director for external relations of LLC “Group Sintez”. From 2010 to 2013,
he headed PJSC “TGC-2”.
From 25 December 2014 to 5 February 2016, he was elected as General Director of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, was
Chairperson of the Management Board of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”.
He has no shares in the Company

Members of the Management Board
Larisa Albertovna Musatova

Victor Valentinovich Tikhonov

Roman Evgenievich Zholtikov

Irina Yaroslavna Bonk

1979
Director for economy and finances of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation”

1965
Director for corporate governance and legal work of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”

1975
Director for capital construction of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”

1974
Chief of the Legal Administration of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”

In 2004, she graduated from the State Educational
Institution of Higher Education “Ivanovo State University”.
She has 10-year experience as an economist.
She joined the management team of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation” in 2015 as Director for economy and
finances.
On 18 February, she was elected as a member of the
Management Board of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”.

In 1989, he graduated from Moscow Finance Institute.
Victor Valentinovich has 9-year experience in the
metals industry. He joined the management team of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in 2008 as Deputy
General Director for corporate governance.
On 30 August 2011, he was elected as a member of the
Management Board of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”.

In 1998, he graduated from Moscow Energy
Institute (Engineering University). He has 14-year
experience as an engineer in the field of capital
construction of thermal electric plants.
He joined the management team of PJSC “Quadra
- Power Generation” in 2015 as Director for capital
construction.
On 17 December 2015, he was elected as a
member of the Management Board of PJSC

In 2003, she graduated from the State
Educational Institution of Higher
Vocational
Education
“Russian
Customs Academy”.
In 2005, she graduated from the NonState Educational Institution of Higher
Vocational Education Moscow Institute
of Economy, Politics and Law.
She has 8-year experience of work in
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She has no shares in the Company

He has no shares in the Company

“Quadra - Power Generation”.

the arbitration proceedings, 4-year
experience as deputy general director
for law issues.
She joined the management team of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in
2015 as Chief of the Legal
Administration.
On 17 December 2015, she was
elected as a member of the
Management Board of PJSC “Quadra
- Power Generation”.

He has no shares in the Company

She has no shares in the Company

During 2015, the Management Board changed as follows:
- On 18 February 2015, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (minutes #20/203 of
18.02.2015), the powers of a member of the Management Board Evgenia Yurievna Mironenko were terminated, the number of members
of the Management Board increased from 5 to 6 people, and the following persons were elected to the Management Board: Vyacheslav
Victorovich Kostin (chief engineer of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”), Alexander Ivanovich Romantsov (chief of the Strategic
Development Center of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”), Larisa Albertovna Musatova (Director for Economy and Finances of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”);
- On 29 April 2015, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (minutes #26/209 of
29.04.2015), the powers of the Management Board member Alexander Ivanovich Romantsov were terminated;
- On 15 June 2015, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (minutes #29/212 of
15.06.2015), the powers of the members of the Management Board Eduard Vladimirovich Shpakovsky and Vyacheslav Victorovich Kostin
were terminated; Ilyas Shamilevich Zagretdinov (chief engineer of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”) was elected to the Management
Board;
- On 17 December 2015, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (minutes #09/221 of
17.12.2015), the number of members of the Management Board was reduced from 6 to 5 people, the powers of the Management Board
member Ilyas Shamilevich Zagretdinov were terminated; and Roman Evgenievich Zholtikov (Director for capital construction of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”) and Irina Yaroslavna Bonk (chief of the Legal Department of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”) were
elected to the Management Board.
After 31 December 2015, the Management Board changed as follows:
- As from 6 February 2016, Yury Pavlovich Pimonov is General Director of the Company and Chairperson of the Management
Board (minutes #14/226 of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” dated 05.02.2016);
- As from 16 March 2016, by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (minutes #01/229 of
16.03.2016), the powers of the Management Board member Larisa Albertovna Musatova were terminated.
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5.4 Committees under the Board of Directors
The committees under the Board of Directors ensure preliminary consideration and
preparation of recommendations on the issues within their competence, which are submitted to
the Board of Directors. The members of the Committees are elected for a period before election
of a new Board of Directors. In 2015, the Company had the Audit Committee and Human
Resources and Remunerations Committee.
Human Resources and Remunerations Committee of the Board of Directors of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”
The tasks of the Committee are preliminary consideration and preparation of
recommendations for the Board of Directors for decision-making on the issues in the field of
formation of the Company’s priority lines of activity with regard to personnel and remuneration
of members of the management bodies and Internal Audit Commission of the Company.
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on 18 February 2015
included:
Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Ekaterina Mikhailovna
Salnikova
Mikhail Alexandrovich
Sosnovsky

Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Chairperson of the Committee,
Deputy Financial Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on 24 July 2015 included:
Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Ekaterina Mikhailovna
Salnikova
Mikhail Alexandrovich
Sosnovsky

Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Chairperson of the Committee,
Deputy Financial Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

The Regulation on the Human Resources and Remunerations Committee of the Board of
Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” was approved by Minutes #02/106 of the Board
of Directors dated 23.06.2010.
Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
The tasks of the Committee are to assist the Board of Directors in implementing control
over the Company’s financial and economic activities by means of preliminary consideration
and preparation of recommendations for the Board of Directors.
The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on 10 October 2014
included:
David Alexander Hurn
Daniel Lesin Wolfe

Chairperson of the Committee
Managing Director of the Representative Office of the Limited Liability
Company “Specialized Research Limited”
Deputy General Director of
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Pavel Victorovich
Danilov
Ekaterina Mikhailovna
Salnikova

LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Deputy Director for investments of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Deputy Financial Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

The Committee membership elected by the Board of Directors on 24 July 2015 includes:
David Alexander Hurn
Daniel Lesin Wolfe
Ekaterina Mikhailovna
Salnikova

Chairperson of the Committee
Managing Director of the Representative Office of the Limited Liability
Company “Specialized Research Limited”
Deputy General Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”
Deputy Financial Director of
LLC “Group ONEXIM”

The Regulation on the Audit Committee of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation” was approved by Minutes #02/106 of the Board of Directors dated
23.06.2010.
Electronic versions of the internal governing documents are placed on the Company’s
website at
http://quadra.ru/shareholders/corporate_governance/constituent_and_internal_documents/

5.5 Internal Audit Commission
The Internal Audit Commission is elected in the number of five people by the General
Meeting of Shareholders. The Internal Audit Commission acts in the interests of the Company’s
shareholders and is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders in its activities. When
carrying out its activities, the Internal Audit Commission is independent of the Company’s
officials.
The main tasks of the Internal Audit Commission are as follows:
- implementation of control over financial and economic activities of the Company;
- ensuring of observance of compliance of the financial and business operations performed
by the Company with the laws of the Russian Federation and the Charter;
- implementation of independent assessment of information on the financial condition of
the Company.
The current membership of the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” was elected on 16 June 2015 by the decision of the annual General Meeting of
Shareholders:
Anastasiya
Vladimirovna MullerHolthusen (Oximets)

Andrey Dmitrievich
Piunov

Chairperson of the Internal Audit Commission.
Born: 1978.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: Deputy Chief of the Corporate Structures
Administration of LLC “Group ONEXIM”.
Stake in the charter capital: none.
Born: 1982.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: chief of the control and inspection
administration of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”.
Stake in the charter capital: none.
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Alexandra
Konstantinovna
Filippenko

Marina Anatolievna
Chirkova
Irina Nikolaevna
Yushina

Born: 1973.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: chief specialist of the investments
accounting division of the Bookkeeping and Reporting
Administration in the Financial Department of LLC “Group
ONEXIM”.
Stake in the charter capital: none.
Born: 1969.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: no data
Stake in the charter capital: none.
Born: 1964.
Education: higher.
Position occupied: chief specialist of the Bookkeeping and
Reporting Administration in the Financial Department of LLC
“Group ONEXIM”.
Stake in the charter capital: none.

The Internal Audit Commission went through no changes in 2015.
During the reporting period, the Internal Audit Commission worked in accordance with the
current laws of the Russian Federation, regulatory documents of the Ministry of Finance of the
Russian Federation, Charter of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, Regulation on the Internal
Audit Commission and approved action plan, as well as resolutions of the General Meeting of
Shareholders and Board of Directors. In accordance with the approved action plan of the
Internal Audit Commission, the documentary due diligence was carried out in respect of the
financial and economic activity of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” based on the year 2015
performance, and an opinion on the reliability of the data contained in the annual accounting
statements and annual report of the Company was prepared.

5.6 Remuneration
Remuneration of the members of the Board of Directors is referred to the competence of
the General Meeting of Shareholders in accordance with clause 10.1 of the Regulation on the
Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”:
“By the decision of the General Meeting of Shareholders, members of the Board of
Directors, during the performance of their duties, may be paid remuneration and (or)
compensation for expenses related with the performance of their duties. The amounts and time
periods of payment of remuneration and (or) compensation shall be set subject to the
participation of each of them in the activities of the Board of Directors by the decision of the
General Meeting of Shareholders.”
These decisions on payment of remuneration and compensations to the members of the
Board of Directors were not taken by the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2015.
Remuneration and compensations to the members of the Board of Directors as staff members
of the Company are not disclosed.
Remuneration of the Company’s General Director, as well as members of the
Management Board is formed of the income of such persons as staff members of the Company.
The total remuneration of the above persons for 2015 amounted to RUR 64.99 mn.
Remuneration of the members of the Internal Audit Commission is also included in the
competence of the General Meeting of Shareholders in accordance with clause 9.1 of the
Regulation on the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”:
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“By the decision of the General Meeting of Shareholders, members of the Internal Audit
Commission, during the performance of their duties, may be paid remuneration and (or)
compensation for expenses related with the performance of their duties. The amounts and time
periods of payment of remuneration and (or) compensation shall be set subject to the
participation of each of them in the activities of the Internal Audit Commission by the decision of
the General Meeting of Shareholders based on the recommendations of the Board of Directors.”
These decisions on payment of remuneration to the members of the Internal Audit
Commission were not taken by the General Meeting of Shareholders in 2015.
Remuneration of the members of the Internal Audit Commission who are employees of the
Company is formed of income of such persons as staff members of the Company. The total
remuneration of the above persons for 2015 amounted to RUR 4.50 mn.

5.7 Internal control and audit

Internal control and audit in the Company is coordinated by a set of management and
control bodies:
- Internal Audit Commission;
- Board of Directors - through the Audit Committee;
- Executive bodies (Management Board, General Director).
In order to ensure the systematic nature of control over financial and economic activities of
the Company, the internal control procedures are carried out by the above structures in
cooperation with other bodies and structural divisions of the Company. The functions, rights and
duties, responsibilities of the divisions of the Company are determined by the Company
regulatory and administrative documents.
The internal control procedures carried out in PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in 2015,
as well as those planned and implemented in 2016 are aimed at:
- safekeeping of the Company’s assets and shareholders’ investments;
- compliance with applicable laws, including when performing business operations and
keeping accounting books;
- ensuring of comprehensiveness, timeliness and reliability of all types of accounting and
reporting;
- achievement of performance efficiency, including implementation of the approved
Business Plan.
In accordance with the Regulation on the Control and Inspection Administration approved
by the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (Minutes #13/154 of
26.12.2012), the Control and Inspection Administration is a division responsible for control over
the implementation of regulated procedures of internal control in the Company.
In 2015, the Control and Inspection Administration held inspections of branches and
subsidiaries of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” which were aimed to identify the risks and
assess the effectiveness of the Company's significant activities and business processes. The
results of the inspections held by the Control and Inspection Administration during the year were
reported promptly to General Director, based on the year performance – to the Audit Committee
of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”. Monitoring of the results of
implementation of the actions agreed by the management to eliminate violations and their
causes is carried out by the Control and Inspection Administration during the reporting period.
In order to hold the audit of accounting statements of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
under RAS and consolidated financial statements of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” under
IFRS, each year the annual General Meeting of Shareholders approves the external auditor. On
16 June 2015, Deloitte & Touche CIS CJSC was approved as the auditor at the annual General
Meeting of Shareholders.
Data on large transactions completed by the Company in 2015
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In the reporting period, the Board of Directors approved the transaction recognized in
accordance with the Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies” a large transaction in conjunction
with the previously accomplished interrelated transactions (General Agreement
#02070012/55011100 of 07.09.2012 and #00420013/55011100 of 25.03.2013; Non-revolving
Credit Line Contract of 22.08.2013), for the total amount of RUR 21,849.78 mn – that is the
amount increasing interest rates on issued tranches by Three (3) percentage points, which
together accounted for more than 25, but less than 50 percent of the asset book value of the
Company which is defined according to its financial statements as of the last reporting date,
preceding the date of the conclusion of the first transaction among the interrelated ones (at
30.06.2012) (Addendum #4 to General Agreement #02070012/55011100 on opening revolving
framework credit line with differentiated rates between PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” and
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia” dated 07.09.2012).
The transaction was approved by the decision of the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra
– Power Generation” (Minutes #26/209, date of drawing up 29 April 2015).
Information on interested party transactions completed by the Company in 2015.
In 2015, the Company entered into 94 transactions recognized in accordance with the
Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies” as interested party transactions. They are listed in
Schedule #4 to the Annual Report. These transactions were preliminarily approved by the Board
of Directors.
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SECTION 6. For shareholders and investors
6.1 Joint-stock capital
At 31 December 2015, the charter capital of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” equals
RUR 19,877,785,165.97 and is divided into 1,987,778,516,597 shares of equal par value of
RUR 0.01 each.
The structure of holders of ordinary and preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”,%:
96.1670
Legal entities
Nominal holders
Beneficial owners

0.5863
3.2467

Individuals
0.0300

Share of federal property – 0.145094%.
Structure of joint-stock capital (% of the charter capital):

27.1475
48.1066

RINSOCO TRAIDING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
Others

24.7459

Shareholders, over 5%:
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED owns 48.106601% of voting shares of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation”;
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED owns 24.745914% of voting shares of the
Company.
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No special right for participation of the Russian Federation, Russian Federation
constituent entities and municipal formations in management of the Company is stipulated
(“golden share”).

6.2 Securities
Shares
Type of securities
Form and/or other identifiers of securities
Total number of securities, pcs.
Number of securities traded at the date of
composition of the report, pcs.
Par value, RUR
State registration number
Date of state registration number of securities
issue
Information on quotation list of stock
exchanges, on which securities are traded
Name of the entity keeping records of rights to
securities

ordinary registered
uncertificated
1,912,505,577,759

Shares

preferred registered
uncertificated
75,272,938,838

1,912,505,577,759

75,272,938,838

0.01
1-01-43069-A

0.01
2-01-43069-A

20.06.2005

31.08.2006

Moscow Stock Exchange
Level one
Level three
JSC “independent Registrar Company”

In 2015, the Company did not issue securities of the specified type.
Information on changes in the list of shareholders owning at least 2 percent of the
Company’s shares, for the year 2015
.
At 1 January 2015:

Nonbank Credit
Organization
Closed Joint Stock
Company “National
Settlement
Depository”

Type of
registered
person

Ordinary shares,
pcs

Preferred shares, pcs

Total number of
shares, pcs

Share in
the
charter
capital

Nominal holder

1,840,442,524,714

63,008,408,132

1,903,450,932,846

95.76%

Ordinary shares

Preferred shares

Total number of
shares

Share in
the
charter
capital

1,840,885,251,783

63,249,636,308

1,904,134,888,091

95.79%

At 31 December 2015:
Type of
registered
person

Nonbank Credit
Organization
Closed Joint Stock
Company “National
Settlement
Depository”

Nominal holder

In 2015, there were changes in the structure of the joint-stock capital.
According to the notice obtained by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” on 11
December 2015, as from 24 November 2015, the structure of holders of the Company’s shares
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included a person (Beneficial Owner), which obtained the right to dispose of over 5% of the
votes per the voting shares forming the issuer’s charter capital:
Closed Joint Stock Company Management Company “Investment Standard”, Beneficial
Owner:
- seat: 105005, city of Moscow, Baumanskaya Street, 58/25, bldg.10;
- TIN (taxpayer id. number): 7737523774; PSRN (primary state registration number):
1077760004090;
- number and votes share in percent per the voting shares forming the charter capital of
PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” before and after the event:
before
number of votes, pcs
83,682,600,000

after
number of votes, pcs

votes share,
%
4.209855

112,799,400,000

votes share,
%
5.674645

Bonds
Exchange-traded bonds
Currently, non-convertible interest-bearing certificated exchange-traded bearer bonds of
series BO-01, BO-02, BO-03, BO-04 with obligatory centralized storage are registered for the
amount of RUR 17 bn.
In 2015, there was no need to raise funding through placement of the bonds.

Type of securities

Non-convertible interest-bearing certificated exchange-traded bearer bonds of
series BO-01, BO-02, BO-03, BO-04 with obligatory centralized storage

Series BO-01: RUR 3 bn;
Series BO-02: RUR 4 bn;

Amount of issue

Series BO-03: RUR 5 bn;
Series BO-04: RUR 5 bn.

Par value

RUR 1,000

Maturity

3 years /1,092 days

Number of issue

Individual identification number of the issue:
Series BO-01: 4B02-01-43069-A;
Series BO-02: 4B02-02-43069-A;
Series BO-03: 4B02-03-43069-A;
Series BO-04: 4B02-04-43069-A.

Registration

Admitted to trading on
CJSC “MICEX Stock Exchange” in the process of placement:
03.09.2013

Coupon period

182 days

Status of the securities
within issue
Type of placement

Placement has not started
Public offering, CJSC “MICEX SE”
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Organizers

CJSC “Sberbank KIB” and “Bank GPB” (JSC)

Price of placement

100% of the par value

Depositary receipts
In 2008, the Company entered into the Depositary Agreement with the Bank of New York
Mellon (hereinafter referred to as the “Depositary Bank”), which stipulates issuance of global
depositary receipts (GDRs) for the shares of the Company in accordance with the plan of the
final stage of reorganization of RAO “UES of Russia”.
GDRs of the Company were issued by the Depositary Bank pursuant to Rule 144A and
Regulation S on sponsored basis in the number of 1,674,923 pieces and 563,552 pieces,
respectively. One GDR corresponds to 5,000 pieces of the Company’s ordinary shares.
Distribution of GDRs of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” among holders of receipts of
RAO “UES of Russia” was completed at the beginning of June 2008.
At 31 December 2015, the number of depositary receipts in PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” – 82,222 pieces: 71,923 pieces of them are under Regulation S and 10,188 pieces
– under Rule 144А.

February

March

April

May

June

July

August

September

October

November

December

Value,
US dollars

January

The value of GDRs of the Company at the end of each month of 2015 based on the Bank
of New York Mellon’s data equaled:

0.21

0.26

0.23

0.25

0.25

0.25

0.20

0.20

0.20

0.19

0.21

0.19

6.3 Dividends

A shareholder holding ordinary and/or preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, which at the closing date of the shareholders register holds shares, has the right to
obtain a dividend.
Based on the results of the first quarter, six months, nine months of a financial year and
(or) based on the results of a financial year, the Company has the right to take decisions
(announce) payment of dividends on outstanding shares. The decision on payment
(announcement) of dividends for the first quarter, six months and nine months of a financial year
may be made within three months after the end of the relevant period.
Dividends are paid from the profit of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” after tax (net
profit of the Company). The Company's net profit is determined based on the financial
statements of the Company. Dividends on preferred shares of certain types may also be paid at
the expense of special funds of the Company previously formed for this purpose.
The Company may not make a decision on (announce) payment of dividends on ordinary
shares, if a decision to pay the full amount of dividends on preferred shares is not taken. In
accordance with the Charter of the Company, the total amount to be paid as a dividend on each
preferred share shall be equal to Ten (10) percent of the Company’s net profit based on the
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financial year performance, divided by the number of shares that make up Twenty-five (25)
percent of the charter capital of the Company.
The form and time periods of dividend payment - cash, within 60 days as from the date of
the decision on their payment.
The reasons for the partial fulfillment of obligations on payment of dividends to
shareholders:
- if shareholders who chose to receive dividends as cash (via the pay office) fail to
appear;
- if the details of the shareholder’s bank account, which he/she indicated in the
registration forms for the receipt of dividends by way of bank transfer are incorrect, incomplete
or outdated;
- if information on the shareholders’ postal address, which he/she indicated in the
registration form for the receipt of dividends by way of postal order is incorrect, incomplete or
outdated.
Dividend history
Indices

For 2012

For 2013

For 2014

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

annual General
Meeting of
Shareholders

Date of decision-taking

26.06.2013

04.06.2014

16.06.2015

Date of drawing-up the minutes and its
number

27.06.2013
#1/16

05.06.2014
#1/17

19.06.2015,
#1/18

Profit distributed to dividends, RUR
thous.*

-

-

-

Amount of dividend per one ordinary
share, RUR

-

-

-

Amount of dividend per one preferred
share, RUR

-

-

-

Name of the management body which
took the decision on payment of
dividends

*By the decisions of the annual General Meetings of Shareholders of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, the
dividends based on the results of the years 2012 - 2014 were not paid due to absence of profit.

On 4 June 2014, the annual General Meeting of Shareholders resolved not to pay
dividends on ordinary and preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” based on the
performance for the year 2013 due to losses. Therefore, according to clause 5 of Article 32 of
the Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies”, the shareholders owning preferred shares of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” obtained the right to participate in the annual General
Meeting of Shareholders in 2015 with the right to vote on all items of the meeting agenda.
On 16 June 2015, the Company’s annual General Meeting of Shareholders resolved as
well not to pay dividends on ordinary and preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” based on the performance for the year 2014 due to losses.

6.4 Trading in securities
The ordinary shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” were traded on CJSC
“MICEX SE” on the average worse than the market during 10 months of 2015, as compared to
the ordinary shares of similar territorial generating companies and Indexes MICEX and MICEX
Power. The main factors that influenced the trading results were weak financial performance of
the Company following the year 2014, information on postponement of the timeframes of
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implementation of the investment program and related possible fines. Capitalization of the
Company as at the last trading day, 30 December 2015, was RUR 5,575 mn.
Against the background of speculative trading on the market and peculiarities of
algorithmic trading, during 18 to 19 November, there was a material growth of value (nearby
40%) and volumes of trading in ordinary and preferred shares of the Company. Therefore, the
average day trading volume regarding ordinary shares in 2015 grew 4 times, preferred ones twice. After several days, the Company’s shares returned to their average statistical trading
volumes. Change of the minority shareholders of the Company could be the reason for a high
volatility in the abovementioned period.

Comparison of trading in shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” with territorial
generating companies through adjusting the value to a unit at 5 January 2015 (the first trading
day of 2015):

Maximum and minimum values of ordinary and preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” in 2015:

Opening price, RUR
Closing price, RUR
Closing price at the end of the year,
RUR for piece
Average volume of trading, pieces of
securities per day

Ordinary shares
minimum
maximum
0.002275
0.00381
minimum
maximum
0.00226
0.00361

Preferred shares
minimum
maximum
0.00226
0.00339
minimum
maximum
0.00221
0.00332

0.002815

0.00254

238,534,000

60,746,383

Dynamics of value of ordinary shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in 2015:
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Dynamics of value of preferred shares of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in 2015:
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SECTION 7. Production activities
Main kinds of the Company’s activity:
- production of electricity and thermal energy;
- operations on the wholesale market for electricity and capacity;
- transmission and sale of thermal energy.
The total installed capacity of electric power plants and boiler plants of PJSC “Quadra Power Generation”, without considering SEs, at 31 December 2015 is:
- electric capacity – 2,867.4 MW;
- thermal capacity – 12,443 Gcal/h.
The total length of heat grids is 645.1 km in terms of one-pipe length equivalent.
Change in the installed capacity at 31 December 2013-2015

Installed thermal capacity, Gcal/h

Installed electric capacity, MW
3,632.5
3,007.4
2,867.4

2013

2014

2015

13,752.4

12,699.6

12,442.9

2013

2014

2015

Change in the asset structure of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” at 31 December 2013-2015

2013

2014

2015

24

19

19

Installed electric capacity, MW

3,632.5

3,007.4

2,867.4

Installed thermal capacity, Gcal/h

11,345.5

10,131.5

9,904.5

Boiler plants, pieces

126

130

125

including in lease

115

112

107

Installed thermal capacity, Gcal/h

2,406.9

2,568.1

2,538.4

Heat grids, km

1,167.9

1,248.0

645.1

356

505.1

347.6

HPPs

including in lease

Description of electric power plants of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” at 31
December 2015
Installed capacity
electric, MW
thermal, Gcal/h

Branch

Electric power plant

Southern Generation

Belgorod Region
Belgorod HPP
GT HPP “Luch”
Gubkin HPP
Kursk Region
Kursk HPP-1
HPP of NWD in Kursk
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60.0
60.0
29.0

360.4
62.4
148.0

175.0
116.9

1,043.0
710.0

Branch

Electric power plant

Voronezh Regional
Generation
Eastern Generation

Voronezh HPP-1
Voronezh HPP-2
Lipetsk Region
Lipetsk HPP-2
Elets HPP
Dankov HPP
Tambov Region
Tambov HPP
Orel Region
Orel HPP
Livny HPP
Ryazan Region
Dyagilev HPP
Kaluga Region
Kaluga HPP
Tula Region
Alexin HPP
Efremov HPP
Novomoskovsk SDPS
Smolensk Region
Smolensk HPP-2

Central Generation

TOTAL

Installed capacity
electric, MW
thermal, Gcal/h
138.0
1,181.0
127.0
785.0
515.0
57.0
10.0

1,002.0
217.6
152.0

235.0

947.0

330.0
42.0

725.0
273.6

110.0

331.0

41.8

110.1

62.0
160.0
323.7

150.0
520.0
412.4

275.0
2,867.4

774.0
9,904.5

Installed electric capacity of HPPs in 2015 reduced by 140 MW to 2,867.4 MW, installed
thermal capacity of HPPs reduced by 227 Gcal/h. The change in capacities is explained by the
write-off of turbine units at the Alexin HPP (40 MW, 65 Gcal/h), at the Novomoskovsk SDPS
(90 MW, 110 Gcal/h) and putting a turbine unit at the Elets HPP out of operation (10 MW,
52 Gcal/h).
2015

Description of boiler plants of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” at 31 December

Branch
Southern Generation
Voronezh Regional
Generation
Eastern Generation
Central Generation
TOTAL

Number of boiler plants, pcs.
total
on balance
in lease
3
3
0
0
0
0
117
5
125

11
4
18

106
1
107

Installed capacity, Gcal/h
total
on balance
in lease
610.0
610.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
1,597.0
331.4
2,538.4

1,391.6
271.4
2,273.0

205.4
60.0
265.4

Installed thermal capacity of boiler plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in 2015
as compared to 2014 reduced by 29.7 Gcal/h. The change was due to cancellation of lease
agreements with District State Unitary Enterprise “Kommunteploenergo”, the Lipetsk Region
(6 boiler plants of 37.2 Gcal/h in capacity) and return of the boiler plant “Iskra”, the Ryazan
Region, of 7.5 Gcal/h in capacity, from lease.
2015

Description of heat grids of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” at 31 December
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Length of heat grids in terms of one-pipe length equivalent, km

Branch
Southern Generation
Voronezh Regional
Generation
Eastern Generation
Central Generation
TOTAL

total
15.1
0.0

on balance
15.1
0.0

in lease
0.0
0.0

486.6
143.4
645.1

144.6
137.7
297.5

342.0
5.6
347.6

Length of heat grids in 2015 reduced by 602.9 km, which is explained by leasing out heat
grids of the Lipetsk Region to LLC “Lipetsk HPP”.

7.1. Main production indicators
Dynamics of production indicators of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
Generation of electricity, mn kWh
ICUF,%
SRFC, g/kWh
Supply of thermal energy from collectors,
thous. Gcal
ICUF,%
SRFC, kg/Gcal

Electricity generatoin, mn kWh
11,457

2013

10,252

9,347

2014

2015

2013
11,457.1
36.8
312.5

2014
10,251.9
36.0
300.8

2015
9,346.7
37.2
288.4

22,238.5

21,544.4

20,292.9

18.3
153.3

19.0
153.2

18.6
151.4

Supply of thermal energy from
collectors, ths. Gcal
22,239

21,544

20,293

2013

2014

2015

One of the main factors influencing the production activities of the Company is
dependence on climatic factors, which determine the level of thermal load of consumers. The
amount of electricity produced in co-generation mode depends on the level of thermal load of
consumers. Besides, fluctuation of electricity price during a day on the DAM and BM renders
material effect on the equipment load.
Indicators of electricity generation and heat supply by the generations of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” in 2015

Branch

Electricity generation,
mn kWh

Electricity generation
in co-generation
mode,%
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Heat
supply,
thous.
Gcal

Heat losses,
thous.
Gcal

%

Southern Generation

1,633.80

94.70

4,125.24

30.59

0.74

Voronezh Regional
Generation

1,343.05

74.70

3,731.45

0.00

0.00

Eastern Generation

2,118.72

77.10

5,909.37

241.54

4.00

4,251.18

49.90

6,526.87

181.38

2.84

20,292.93

453.51

Central Generation
TOTAL

9,346.75

Distribution of electricity generation between the generations of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”
17%

Southern Generation

46%

14%

Voronezh RG
Eastern Generation
Central Generation

23%

Distribution of heat supplies between the generations of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”
20%
32%
Southern Generation
Voronezh RG
19%

Eastern Generation
Central Generation

29%
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Fuel consumption
In 2015, natural gas was supplied to all branches of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
under long-term natural gas supply contracts. The contracts are concluded with regional
representatives of LLC “Gazprom mezhregiongaz”.

3

Natural gas, mn m
Black oil fuel, thous. tons
Coal, thous. tons
3
Blast furnace gas, mn m

2013
5,579.6
1.1
18.2
431.2

2014
5,038.7
1.5
8.6
724.5

2015
4,525.9
0.9
0.2
713.9

Natural gas accounts for 98.09% of total fuel consumption in 2015. The remainder of the
fuel balance structure is represented by black oil fuel, coal and blast furnace gas.

7.2 Current sales indicators in terms of market segments
Structure of electricity and capacity sales
Electricity sales on markets

Nearby 82% of electricity in 2015 were sold on the free market (“day-ahead” market,
balancing market, free bilateral agreements), while regulated agreements account for 18% of
sales only.
Capacity sales
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The main part of the electricity sales revenue in 2015 was provided by CSAs (51%) and
the plants supplying capacity in forced mode (27%). Regulated agreements account for 14%,
CCO - 8%.
The decline in the purchase/sale on the balancing market is due to the decrease in the
number of external initiatives of generating equipment operation.
The decrease in sales revenues on DAM is due to the decrease in electricity production,
sale of generation facilities of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, as well as transfer of Kursk
HPP-4 to the retail electricity market.
The decrease in sales revenues on CCO is associated with the reduction in the capacity
tariff as a result of CCO 2015, and decrease in the number of plants of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation” admitted to CCO 2015.
The majority of plants that did not pass CCO 2015 got the status of forced generation,
which explains the growth in capacity sale revenue on FMA.
The increase in sales revenues on CSA is associated with a higher tariff in 2015 relative
to 2014.

Structure of productive supply of thermal energy in 2015

Heat supply entities (including
SEs)

3%
21%

Other consumers
Industrial consumers
55%

17%

Housing entities
Budget-dependent consumers

4%
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Heat supply entities ensured 55% of heat sales, housing entities - 21% of sales; the
remaining part was sold directly to end users. The Company aims to increase a share of direct
sales of generated heat.
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SECTION 8. Review of financial performance.
Dynamics of total revenues and expenses, mn RUR

8.1 Revenue

Structure of revenue generated by branches, mn RUR

Structure of revenue by types of activities, mn RUR
Title

3%

2014

2015

Electricity sale

13,006

12,328

Capacity sale

7,665

8,572

Thermal energy sale

20,020

20,226

953

969

Other revenues

48%

* taking into account the heat carrier medium

PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” preserves a stable structure of sales revenues.
Following the year 2015, 48% of income were formed by receipts from thermal energy sale,
29% were electricity sale revenue, 20% - capacity sale revenue, and 3% - other revenues.
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Following the year 2015 performance, the product sale revenue of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” was RUR 42,095 mn, which is above the year 2014 level by RUR 451 mn
(+1.1%).
The revenue gain as a whole is ensured by the capacity sale revenue growth by RUR
907 mn and thermal energy sales revenue growth by RUR 210 mn due to the following factors:
- obtaining of the forced-generation status in respect of nine facilities of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation”;
- growth of the average supply tariff for thermal energy in 2015 by 6.8%.
The decrease in the electricity sales revenue by RUR 678 mn (-5%) is due to the
reduction in the productive supply of own generation by 770.7 mn kWh as a result of alienation
of low-efficient generating assets.

8.2 Expenses
Structure of operating expenses in 2015, RUR mn

The prime cost of sold products, taking into account administrative expenses for 2015,
amounted to RUR 38,261 mn, which is below the year 2014 level by RUR 1,962 mn (or 5%).
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In 2015, the cost structure did not change significantly. The maximum share in the cost
structure of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2015 is fuel costs (58%); costs associated
with purchase of electricity and capacity are 10%, labor payment costs and allocations are 10%,
6% are costs of depreciation, 6% are works and services of industrial nature, 1% - paid taxes,
except income tax, 2% - raw and other materials, and 7% - other expenses.
The main influence on the reduction in operating expenses was rendered by a reduction
in fuel costs as a result of a reduction in electricity production volume by 905 mn kWh, and
thermal energy - by 1,127 thous. Gcal. The main factors that reduced production figures are:
- alienation of inefficient assets;
- reduction in the length of the heating season in some regions as a consequence of
higher air temperature in comparison with the previous year.
Change in the fixed costs on all items except for the repair costs and other expenses is
less than 5% and is due to structural changes in connection with the separation of generation
assets, as well as changes in the implementation of thermal energy sales schemes. The
reduction in repairs cost by 38% is due to the revision of the repairs program and deferral of
works timing. Other expenses fell in relation to the actual figure of 2014 by 12% due to the
activities held to optimize expenses, as well as savings in respect of the services related to the
collection and recovery of money for electricity.
The sales profit following the year 2015 performance amounted to RUR 3,834 mn. The
result growth as compared with 2014 is mainly due to structural changes and electricity sales
revenue growth.

8.3 Profit

Net profit (loss), RUR mn
Net profit margin,%

2013

2014

2015

- 1,187

- 3,944

- 4,404

- 2.9%

- 9.5%

- 10.5%

Factors that influenced net profit change in 2015, RUR mn

2014

Revenue

Prime cost

Balance of other
incomes and expenses

Taxation

2015

The net loss in 2015 was RUR (-)4,404 mn. The financial result became worse as
compared to 2014 by RUR (-)460 mn. The positive effect was rendered by the sales revenue
gain and operating expenses reduction. The negative effect was rendered by the growth of
other expenses from fixed assets sale due to alienation of property, as well as augmentation of
the allowance for doubtful debts regarding the contractor MUE "Tambovinvestservis" and
accrual of the allowance in respect of the company JSC "ESK Soyuz". Simultaneously, there
was a decrease in the allowance for doubtful debts in respect of the contractors PJSC
"Nurenergo", MUE "RMPTS" (the city of Ryazan).
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8.4 Financial indicators
Liquidity and solvency indicators
Recommended
value

2014

2015

Change

Net fixed assets index

<=0.9

1.86

2.17

0.31

Current liquidity ratio

2

0.6

0.46

-0.14

0.8

0.51

0.38

-0.13

Liquidity and solvency indicators

Quick asset ratio

In 2015, there was an increase in the “Net fixed assets index” by 0.31, compared with the
year 2014. The increase in the index is due to a decrease in the amount of own funds by 14.0%.
The current liquidity ratio in 2015 decreased by 0.14, compared to 2014. The decline is
due to a decrease in current assets by 15.2%, as compared to the year 2014, accompanied by
the growth of short-term liabilities by 10.2%.
The reduction in the quick asset ratio by 0.13 in 2015 in comparison with the year 2014 is
due to a decrease in current assets (excluding inventories, VAT) by 17.5%, as compared to the
year 2014, accompanied by the growth of short-term liabilities by 10.2%.
Financial stability indicators
Recommended
value

2014

2015

Change

Equity-assets ratio

0.5<

0.47

0.41

- 0.06

Financial leverage

<1

1.14

1.44

0.31

Financial stability indicators

The equity-assets ratio decreased by 0.06, as compared to the year 2014. At the end of
2015, the indicator value is 0.41 - close to the recommended level. The main influence on the
indicator was rendered by the reduction in equity by 14.0%, as compared to the year 2014,
accompanied by the reduction in the amount of non-current and current assets by 1.6%.
The financial leverage increased by 0.31 in 2015, in comparison with the year 2014. The
main impact on the index was rendered by the increase in the amount of long-term and shortterm liabilities by 9.3%, as compared to the year 2014, accompanied by the reduction in own
funds by 14.0%.
Efficiency ratios
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Efficiency ratios

2014

2015

Change

Receivables turnover, times

6.37

8.09

1.72

Payables turnover, times

15.17

7.91

-7.26

The receivable turnover increased by 1.72 in 2015, in comparison with the year 2014. The
main influence on the index was rendered by the following factors:
- a slight increase in revenue by 1.1% in 2015, compared to the year 2014;
- a reduction in receivables (including long-term ones) by 20.5% in 2015.
The payables turnover decreased by 7.27 in 2015, in comparison with the year 2014. The
main influence on the index was rendered by the following factors:
- a slight increase in revenue by 1.1% in 2015, compared to the year 2014;
- an increase in payables by 94.0% in 2015.
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SECTION 9. Investment activities
Implementation of the investment program as regards commissioning of new efficient
facilities and provision of reliability and operability of the existing equipment is one of priority
lines of activities of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”.
The main purposes of the Company’s Investment Program:
- expansion and renovation of equipment of the Company’s electric power plants with
application of the effective technologies corresponding to modern technical and ecological
requirements;
- enhancement of reliability and stability of production and supply of energy to consumers
in regions, improvement of quality of products and services delivered by the Company;
- increase in supply of electricity and thermal energy to meet the growing demand,
creation of the basis for social and economic development of the regions, in the territory of
which the Company carries out its activities;
- reduction in specific consumption of fuel for production of thermal energy and electricity,
implementation of the energy efficiency and energy saving policy;
- strengthening of competitive positions of the Company in the electricity industry market
during the period of its liberalization, increase in profitability of the Company.
Structure of capital inputs into the Investment Program of 2015
Amount of funding,
mn RUR, VAT
included

Capital investments
spent, mn RUR, without
VAT

Commissioned
fixed assets, mn
RUR, without
VAT

3,791.8

7,654.5

0.4

505.3
4,297.1

532.4
8,186.9

459.2
459.6

Priority investment projects:

- CSA facilities
RRD facilities
Investment program TOTAL:
* Subject to capitalized interest for credits use

9.1 Priority investment projects (PIPs)
The investment projects implemented in PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” are aimed
to renew production facilities and meet the growing need for electricity in the regions attended
by the Company.
In order to settle the issue of the need to use the reserve fuel, PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” carried out a number of actions to render information support to Russia’s Energy
Ministry with respect of the commencement of the procedure of adjustment of the Rules for Gas
Use and Provision of Gas Supply Services in RF, entered by Order #679 of the RF Government
dated 08.08.2013. Following the cooperative actions with NP “Energy Producers Union” and a
number of other generating entities, Order #294 “On amending the Rules for Gas Use and
Provision of Gas Supply Services in RF” of the RF Government dated 30 March 2015 was
adopted to the effect that presence of reserve fuel is not required. The amendments made in
the Order of 30 March 2015 allowed the Company to accelerate obtaining of a positive
conclusion from RF State Expert Evaluation Department (Glavgosexpertiza) on the design
documentation of CSA facilities, which ensured obtaining of the permit for construction.
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” is on a final stage of negotiations with credit entities
regarding the issue of arrangement of funding the completion of CSA facilities construction.
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9,464

9,356
8,027

7,655

6,807

4,775
3,792

2
2013

2014

Funding,
RUR mn
Capital investments
spending,
RUR mn, without VAT
Fixed assets
commissioning,
RUR mn, without VAT

2015

Structure of capital inputs in priority investment projects in 2015
Amount of funding,
mn RUR, VAT
included*

Facility

Capital inputs spent,
mn RUR, VAT
excluded*

Fixed assets
commissioned,
mn RUR, VAT
excluded

Kaluga HPP**
7.5
Novomoskovsk SDPS**
100.0
Dyagilev HPP
710.0
761.8
Alexin HPP
681.2
772.1
Voronezh HPP-1
1,868.7
5,759.0
0.4
Kursk HPP-1
424.4
361.6
TOTAL priority investment
3,791.8
7,654.5
0.4
projects:
* Subject to capitalized interest for credits use
**GTU-30 MW at the Kursk HPP (Kaluga Region) was put into operation in 2011. GSU-190 MW at the
Novomoskovsk SDPS (Tula Region) – in 2013.

CSA facilities
In December 2010, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” signed capacity supply
agreements (CSAs), according to which the Company undertakes to build 1,100 MW of new
facilities. At 31 December 2015, six plants with total installed capacity of 532 MW were put in
operation and supply capacity under CSAs. A thermal generation facility commissioned under a
capacity supply agreement receives a guarantee of payment for capacity for 10 years, ensuring
return of capital inputs and operating expenses provided in the methodology of calculation of
CSA payback. Amounts of operating and capital costs used in the calculation of the cost of
capacity under CSAs are defined in order #238 of the Russian Federation Government dated 13
April 2010.
During the years 2017-2018, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” plans to commission
GSU-115 MW at the Diaghilev HPP (Ryazan Region), GSU-115 MW at the Alexin HPP (Tula
Region), GSU-223 MW at Voronezh HPP-1 (Voronezh Region) and GSU-115 MW at Kursk
HPP-1 (Kursk Region).
Year 2017
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GSU-115 MW at the Dyagilev HPP
(Ryazan Region)

Facility
Equipment composition

Reference
value
investment project
Putting into operation

of

- 2 gas turbine units SGT-800 made by Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB of
45 MW in capacity;
- steam turbine generating plant SST-400 made by Siemens, s.r.o., odstepny
zavod Industrial Turbomachinery Siemens of 38.5 MW in capacity,
- 2 waste heat recovery boilers made by JSC “Podolsk Machine Building Plant”;
- 3 boosting compressor stations and gas purification unit made by Eltacon,
RUR 5.6 bn
Year 2017

At the end of 2015:
- installation of the main building composed of sections of gas turbines, steam turbine and
waste heat recovery boilers was completed; works are started to arrange engineering networks
and interior decoration;
- main equipment was mounted;
- installation of equipment and connection of auxiliary systems of gas turbines, steam
turbine and condenser, waste heat recovery boilers, boosting compressor stations and gas
purification unit, cooling tower was started;
- open switchgear of 110 kV was fully installed;
- construction, installation and finishing works are started in the main building, serviceproduction building and auxiliary buildings and structures.
Facility

Year 2017

GSU-115 MW at the Alexin HPP
(Tula Region)

Equipment composition

Reference
value
investment project
Putting into operation

of

- 2 gas turbine units SGT-800 made by Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB of
45 MW in capacity;
- steam turbine generating plant SST-400 made by Siemens, s.r.o., odstepny
zavod Industrial Turbomachinery Siemens of 38.5 MW in capacity;
- 2 waste heat recovery boilers made by JSC “Podolsk Machine Building Plant”;
- 3 boosting compressor stations and gas purification unit made by Eltacon.
RUR 5.6 bn
Year 2017
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At the end of 2015:
- main equipment was delivered to the construction site;
- installation of metal structures of the main building of GSU, gas pipelines racks, tanks of
batteries with pump, tanks of river water reserve was completed;
- construction works for the arrangement of foundations for the entrance bay of the fan
cooling tower, circulating pump station, racks of gas pipelines were implemented;
- construction works in the main building, water treatment plant, arrangement of foundations
of block transformers of own needs, support structures of GSU-115 MW unit energy were
started;
- installation of waste heat recovery boilers, gas turbines, equipment of water treatment
plant, fan cooling tower, circulating pump station was started.
Facility

Year 2018

GSU-223 MW at Voronezh HPP-1
(Voronezh Region)

Equipment composition

Reference
value
investment project
Putting into operation
General contractor

of

- 4 gas turbine units LM6000 PD Sprint made by General Electric of 45.297 MW in
capacity;
- 2 steam turbine units made by JSC “Kaluga Turbine Plant”;
- 4 waste heat recovery boilers made by JSC “Podolsk Machine Building Plant”;
- 1 boosting compressor station made by GEA Refrigeration Italy, S.p.A.;
- unit gas conditioning station made by CJSC “UROMGAZ”.
RUR 8.9 bn
Year 2018
LLC “Inter RAO-Engineering”

At the end of 2015:
- geodesic and geological surveys, works within the framework of the preparatory period
were held;
- main equipment was delivered (gas turbines, waste heat recovery boilers, steam turbines,
boosting compressor stations and unit gas conditioning station); auxiliary equipment is delivered
(nearby 40% of required auxiliary equipment were delivered, including cooling towers,
transformers, pumping and lifting equipment);
- frames of the Main Building and outdoor switchgear of 110kV were mounted, foundations
for the main equipment and partially for the auxiliary equipment were implemented;
- gas turbines were mounted (ready to final alignment), as well as waste heat recovery
boilers, condensers of gas turbine and boosting compressor stations;
- construction readiness for the start of cooling towers installation was ensured, the same
concerns circulation pumping, production fire pumping stations;
- construction works on auxiliary buildings/structures were started.
Year 2018
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GSU-115 MW at Kursk HPP-1
(Kursk Region)

Facility
Equipment composition

Reference
value
investment project
Putting into operation

of

- 2 gas turbine units SGT-800 made by Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery AB of
45 MW in capacity;
- steam turbine generating plant SST-400 made by Siemens, s.r.o., odstepny
zavod Industrial Turbomachinery Siemens of 38.5 MW in capacity;
- 2 waste heat recovery boilers made by JSC “Podolsk Machine Building Plant”;
- 3 boosting compressor stations and gas purification unit made by Eltacon.
RUR 5.6 bn
Currently, negotiations are held regarding possible exclusion of the facility from
the CSA list, accompanied by issuance of a respective Order by the Government

At the end of 2015:
- main equipment was delivered to the construction site;
- demolition and preparatory works were completed at the construction site;
- works for the installation of waste heat recovery boilers, frame of the main building are
started;
- gas turbines were installed on the foundations;
- arrangement of foundations for the steam turbine, switchgear and control gear with SF6
insulation of 110 kV, boosting compressor stations were started.

9.2 Retooling, reconstruction and development program
The retooling, reconstruction and development program (RRD Program) of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” is aimed to improve reliability of energy equipment, ensure safety
and efficiency of production, enhance quality of power supply for consumers, increase heat and
electricity supply, improve working conditions for personnel.
As to the Company’s generating facilities, the main actions of the RRD Program are
related with prolongation of the resource of equipment at the existing competitive plants,
removal of technological constraints as to delivery of electricity and capacity.
The large projects of the program in terms of generation – delivery of equipment for
renovation of gas turbine unite #2 of the NWD HPP in the city of Kursk, replacement of gas
turbine unit #2 at Voronezh HPP-2, reconstruction of turbine unit at the Livny HPP, replacement
of transformer #31 at the Alexon HPP, re-equipment of indoor switchgear 110 kV of Lipetsk
HPP-2, delivery of equipment for implementation of capacity output scheme for GSUs of the
Alexin HPP and Dyagilev HPP.
The thermal grid sector went through the construction of new heating grids and relaying
of worn-out ones to change the transmission capacity and improve the heat supply reliability;
within this framework, over 0.4 km of worn-out heating grids (in terms of one-pipe length
equivalent) were replaced using modern insulating materials.
The large projects in terms of heat grid activity included the next stage of reconstruction
of heating main #13 in the city of Voronezh, continuation of construction of district grids in the
micro district Eletsky (the city of Lipetsk), reconstruction of steam pipe #7 and section of heating
grid #3 in the city of Smolensk, construction of new heating grids in the cities of Belgorod and
Lipetsk within the framework of the new consumers connection program.
Besides, the property of JSC “Quadra-R” the Company needs to perform repair works
was purchased.
Overall indices of performance of the RRD Program of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” for 2015*:
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2,705
1,435

2,153

2,402

1,142 1,056
505 532 459

2013
Funding

2014
Spending

2015
Commissioning

* Subject to capitalized interest for credits use

9.3 Repair activities
The repair activities of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” are governed by the
“Regulation on organization of works to maintain reliability and efficiency of energy production”,
approved by the decision of the Company’s Board of Directors (minutes #07/25 dated
31.08.2006).
The target task in the field of provision of energy production reliability and efficiency is
creation of an effective system of maintenance and repairs. Timely and qualitative annual
planning of capital, medium and routine repairs of equipment, buildings and structures,
formation of the nomenclature and volumes of repair work, financing of the planned volumes
were organized for this purpose.
Repair costs for the period from 2013 to 2015, RUR mn, VAT excluded:
Subdivisions

2013

2014

2015

Southern Generation

561.6

398.6

160.0

Voronezh RG

256.2

227.7

163.1

Eastern Generation

550.1

424.2

286.3

Central Generation

613.4

464.1

460.0

1,981.3

1,514 .6

1,069.4

TOTAL:

In 2015, according to the plan, the following scope of repair work was implemented:
- 13 capital (medium) repairs of steam boiler units;
- 6 capital (medium) repairs of turbine units of 441 MW in capacity;
- 8 capital repairs of water heating boilers of 433.6 Gcal/h in heating capacity;
- 91 routine repairs of boiler units with total capacity of 14,349.3 t/h and 57 routine repairs
of turbine units of 2,426.2 MW in capacity;
- 76 routine repairs of water heating boilers with thermal capacity of 5,196.8 Gcal/hour;
- repairs of auxiliary thermal mechanic equipment and electric engineering equipment;
- repairs and replacement of heating grids.
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SECTION 10. Social responsibility
10.1 Human resources policy
Main lines in the human resources policy
The human resources policy of the Company is aimed to provide the enterprise with
qualified personnel timely, and to create conditions for effective development and use of human
resources. The Company is focused on establishment of long labor relations with each
employee, which are based on observance of requirements of labor laws and enable the
employee completely to put into practice the available level of professional competence.
One of the main tasks in the work with the personnel is to increase the level of
professionalism of employees. For this purpose, the Company applies the system of continuous
training of the employee throughout the period of his/her labor activities. The work in this line is
carried out according to the Process Regulation “Vocational Training of Personnel of PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation”.
The priority line in the personnel training is work with young specialists, which includes
development of individual plans of traineeship for the purpose of faster adaptation at the
enterprise and involvement of young promising specialists in the production process. To
implement this, the branches allocate places to pass industry-focused and pre-degree practical
training by the students of local higher educational institutions and colleges. In the reporting
year, 195 students of higher educational and secondary educational institutions passed
industry-focused practical training.
Active profession-orientation work is held with pupils of colleges, pupils of schools,
students and includes acquaintance with production units of the Company. 664 people took part
in the excursions to the production units of the Company.
In 2015, the Company actively worked with young people. 10 young and promising
employees became participants of the International Forum of Young Energy Specialists and
Industrialists “Acceleration 2015”. The participation in the event allowed young specialists to
develop professional skills, form new managerial and leadership qualities, take part in
discussion of new trends and changes in the energy sector of Russia and globally. Besides, 30
young specialists took part in the youth day of the IV International Forum “ENES 2015”, where
they presented different projects dedicated to the issues of electric power industry and thermal
sector. The participation in the forum allowed them to share experience with young specialists
from other energy companies, and obtain new knowledge.
As one of kinds of the personnel motivation, the Company widely uses granting of
departmental awards to employees for professionalism, conscientious attitude to work and
devotion to the profession they have chosen. In 2015, 608 employees were given various
awards, including:
40 employees were awarded by the Energy Industry Ministry of the Russian Federation,
including 2 employees obtained the honorary title Deserved Employee, 19 - Certificate of Honor,
and another 19 – Gratitude;
98 employees were awarded by the Company: 6 employees were included in the honors
board of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”, 40 employees were awarded Certificate of Honor,
52 were awarded Gratitude from PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”.
The rest of employees received awards of the constituent entities of the Russian
Federation at the place of branches seat, as well as branches’ awards.
Number of personnel
In 2015, in order to optimize business processes, ensure centralization and implement
new standards and approaches to development of managerial decisions, the Company held
the actions on structural changes and optimization of workplace, as a result of which the payroll
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number of personnel of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2015 reduced from 7,116 to
7,016 people.

2,905 2,835

Regular staff number, staffing
positions
2,141 2,147

Payroll number, people

1,111 1,107
748

745
253 227

Voronezh
Regional
Generation

Eastern
Generation

Central
Generation

Southern
Generation

Executive body

Staff turnover
Staff turnover in the Company for the reporting period fell from 6.1% to 4.7% (the staff
turnover level was calculated taking into account the number of employee-initiated dismissals
(own will) and dismissals as a result of violation of labor discipline). It is a natural level of
turnover which contributes to renovation of the team and does not cause significant economic
losses related with selection of candidates and occupation of vacant positions.

1,951

Employed, people

1,087

1,055

759

2014

Dismissed, people

2015

Structure of personnel by categories
The personnel structure by categories underwent minor changes associated with
processes of personnel optimization, as well as harmonization of organizational structure and
staffing of branches held by the Company: percentage of managers fell (from 19.4% to 19.2%)
and that of workers fell (from 61.3% to 60.4%); percentage of specialists and office workers
grew (from 19.3% to 20.4%).
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Workers
61.3%

60.4%

19.3%

20.4%

19.4%

19.2%

2014

2015

Specialists and office
workers
Managers

Age composition of personnel
In the reporting year, the Company employed young people aged 26-35 years old (the
number of employees in this age group increased from 18.0% to 18.6%). At the same time, the
proportion of employees aged under 25 years old and aged 36-50 years old decreased slightly,
while percentage of employees over the age of 50 years old grew (from 39.4% to 39.6%). The
number of working pensioners fell from 16.4% to 15.9% for the year.
The average age of employees in the Company is 46 years old (2014: 45 years old).

39.4%39.6%

2014

including
working
pensioneers

16.4% 15.9%

over 50 years
old

14.2%
14.1%

46-50 years
old

10.4%10.4%

36-40 years
old

8.9% 9.3%

31-35 years
old

9.1% 9.3%

26-30 years
old

18-25 years
old

5.1% 4.5%

13.0% 12.8%

41-45 years
old

2015

Composition of personnel in respect of education
A steady tendency of improvement of the level of qualitative structure of employees is
observed in PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”. In the reporting year, the number of
employees with higher education increased by 1.8% (40.9% out of the total number), 16 people
have scientific degrees.
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Higher

40.9%

39.1%

26.5%

26.2%
16.3%

16.0%

2014

Secondary vocational
Initial vocational

2015

The Company formed the personnel reserve for management positions in the number of
655 people. Among them, 618 people have higher education, 37 – secondary vocational
education. Candidates with secondary vocational education were selected to the reserve owing
to their extensive practical experience and technical expertise in the energy sector.
Training and improvement of skills
In 2015, 926 employees improved their qualification, passed training or re-training
(13.2% of the payroll number of the Company), including 484 managers (35.8% of the payroll
number of managers), 203 specialists (14.6% of the payroll number of specialists) and 239
workers (5.6% of the payroll number of workers). RUR 8.1 mn (without VAT) were spent on
personnel training in PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”.
The following forms of training were held in the reporting year:
- compulsory training of the personnel stipulated by the Rules of Work with Personnel in
Electricity Industry Organizations of the Russian Federation (Order #49 of the Ministry of Fuel
and Energy Industry of the Russian Federation dated 19.02.2000) and Order #37 of
Rostekhnadzor “On the order of training and performance evaluation of personnel of the
organizations supervised by the Federal Service for Ecological, Technological and Nuclear
Inspection” dated 29.01.2007;
- additional vocational training of specialists and managers.
The priority line of the personnel training is engineering and production-related training of
operations personnel in the following lines:
- provision of reliability of operation of power plants electrical equipment;
- gas turbine and gas steam technologies in the energy industry;
- prevention of failures of steam turbines and units;
- implementation of new scientific and technical lines on separate issues of reliability and
safety in the energy industry;
- prevention of injuries and occupational safety management (International Standard
OHSAS 18001:1999 “Industrial safety and personnel health management”);
- application of the international standards and tools of quality provision in sectors and
lines of activities.
Personnel labor payment and motivation
The Company provides employees with a competitive salary. The average salary of
employees of the Company increased by 3.5% in 2015, compared to the last year. The monthly
rate of remuneration of the 1st category worker increased by 38.6% as from January 2015, as
compared to the year 2014. In the reporting year, the Company’s Labor Remuneration Standard
included key changes stipulating the same amount of labor payment for the employees of the
same qualification and category for discharge of their duties of the same complexity. This
position represents the simplest and most transparent way of an individual approach to specific
workers’ labor evaluation: breakdown of the salary into permanent and variable parts.
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Besides, the labor payment system provides for extra pays to the rate of remuneration (a
part of the salary, which represents the prescribed additional payments to the employee’s rate
of remuneration, and takes into account the complexity, scope and responsibility of work,
professional qualification level and other individual characteristics of an employee). Moreover,
the following extra pays are stipulated:
- extra pay for professional skills;
- extra pay for high achievements in labor;
- extra pay for work in harmful and (or) dangerous working conditions;
- for night work, evening shifts;
- for the performance of duties of a temporarily absent employee;
The bonus system stipulates:
- month-end bonuses to employees for the main results of operations;
- year-end bonuses;
- lump-sum bonuses for the Company’s employees.
The Company pays much attention to the employees who have large experience of work
with the Company. Namely, depending on the labor experience in the Company:
- employees may receive extra pay for professional skills, taking into account the labor
experience – up to 15%;
- multiplying ratios are applied when year-end bonus is calculated in respect of such
people.
The personnel motivation system is focused on achievement of the Company’s strategic
goals, ensuring of objectivity and priority of the indicators used in the process of definition of the
amount of bonuses and remunerations, accounting of conditions for awarding of the Company.
The personnel motivation system existing in the Company ensures:
- stimulation of labor based on the performance of industrial and economic indices by the
branches and the Company as a whole;
- stimulation of labor of personnel in key categories and positions;
- lump sum awarding of employees for participation in solution of strategic tasks of the
Company.
Besides stimulation of labor through salary, additional drivers are used in human relations,
such as corporate, governmental, and sector awards.

10.2 Social policy
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” is a socially-focused company, which, being a large
and faithful taxpayer to the budgets of all levels, directly contributes to successful social and
economic development of the regions where it operates.
The following principle forms the basis for the social policy of the Company: “The
economical efficiency of the Company is the key to sound social protection of its employees.”
In order to increase efficiency of labor, ensure transparency of organization of labor and
wages, the Company applies a uniform Collective Agreement that regulates social and labor
relations, as well as sets forth benefits and guarantees aimed at financial support of the
Company’s employees.
A new Collective Agreement came into effect in the reporting year, which will be applied
in PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” before the end of 2017. The new Collective Agreement
of the Company fully preserves employees’ benefits package. All the obligations assumed by
the employer and set out in the Collective Agreement of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” in
2015 are carried out in full.
The Company employees are provided with a benefits package, which includes (in
addition to the benefits stipulated by the Russian Federation laws): financial assistance for
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various reasons (child birth, marriage, burial of an employee’s relative, etc.); payment of
severance pay in the event of dismissal; lump-sum remuneration for the employees awarded
with the governmental, sector, and other awards and honors; partial compensation for the
children’s stay in pre-school educational institutions, etc.
Great importance is attached to recreation of employees, cultural and physical activity
(arrangement of sports contests, competitions, and so on).
In the reporting year, such payments in accordance with the Collective Agreement
exceeded RUR 26 mn.
In addition to the social benefits provided by the Collective Agreement, the Company also
follows the Process Regulation “Payment of benefits, guarantees and compensations to
employees”, which formalizes payments within the framework of the social and financial support
for the Company’s employees. The Company partially compensates for the expenses of
purchasing passes for treatment and health recovery of employees, as well as purchasing trip
tickets to children's health camps for employees’ children. Besides, additional financial support
for the employees who are on parental leave if their child is under the age of 3 years old is
provided under employees’ applications. The amount of payments under this Regulation in 2015
was nearby RUR 8 mn.
A part of the Company's social projects aim to support non-working pensioners, former
employees of the Company. According to the Process Regulation "Provision of financial
assistance in the framework of charitable activities of the branches of PJSC “Quadra – Power
Generation”, non-working pensioners of the Company receive financial aid for the holidays,
supplement to the pension for the title and other payments, the amount of which in the reporting
year amounted to nearby RUR 4 mn.
In conclusion, a positive result of the Company's activities in 2015 was a reduction in staff
turnover in the Company (from 6.1% to 4.7%), and the ensured growth of average wages of the
Company’s employees by 3.5% against the last year level.

10.3 “Occupational safety”
Occupational safety, on-the-job injury rate and occupational disease rate
The Company’s policy in the field of the occupational safety is aimed to improve working
conditions, prevent on-the-job injury rate and occupational diseases. The work in this sphere is
held according to the governmental normative requirements of occupational safety, labor laws
and normative legal acts containing the norms of the labor law.
The total expenses of the Company to ensure safe labor conditions and occupational
safety in 2015 were RUR 53.4 mn.
Dynamics of occupational safety costs, mn RUR:
80.8

76.9

2013

2014

53.4

2015

A fall in the level of occupational safety costs in 2015, compared with 2014, was due to
several reasons:
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- reduction in costs for the overall improvement of working conditions, due to the
implementation in 2012-2014 of a significant part of the activities under the program for
improvement of working conditions and, accordingly, planning of costs for 2015 in the amount of
covering current needs;
- reduction in the Company’s number of personnel in connection with the optimization of
the structure of energy assets;
In addition, in accordance with the applicable rules and regulations, a set of measures for
labor protection and human resources relations are systematically implemented. They do not
require funding (costs), but produce a good result in the field of prevention of occupational
injuries.
The main constant lines of the Company’s activity in the field of maintenance of safe
conditions and labor safety are:
1. Provision of safety of employees when maintaining buildings, structures, equipment,
implementation of industrial (technological) processes, and tools and materials applied in the
production process;
2. Training and performance appraisal of personnel;
3. Provision of employees with protection equipment, tools and facilities;
4. Holding of sanitary and hygienic actions;
5. Improvement of the general working conditions and implementation of actions aimed to
reduce the level of injuries.
Structure of occupational protection costs in 2015, mn RUR:
27.4

9.8

12.1
4.1

Provision of employees with Actions to prevent accidents
personal protective
equipment

Sanitary and hygienic
actions

General improvement o
working conditions

Provision of personnel with protective equipment, tools and devices
The Company’s employees are provided with modern protection equipment, necessary
tools and devices in accordance with the applicable rules and regulations. When protection
tools are selected, not only their protective properties against hazards are taken into account,
but also operating convenience; in this connection priority is given to the latest developments in
this field.
Special attention is given to the issues of provision of respective personnel with washing
agents and detergents.
Fire safety actions
In 2015, like in previous years, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” implemented the
following major tasks and measures in the field of fire safety:
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- appropriate organizational and administrative documentation was additionally issued for
branches’ preparation for the spring-summer fire season and personnel’s actions in the period
of abnormally high temperature of outside air;
- all production divisions of branches held fire and tactical exercises jointly with
EMERCOM subdivisions in accordance with the approved and agreed schedules;
- work to improve the level of fire prevention, timely detection and correction of violations
of fire safety requirements, development of fire safety measures and maintenance of fire
prevention mode is constantly held.
The complex of performed fire prevention measures helped to prevent occurrence of fires
in the production divisions of the Company’s branches in 2015.
Production control system
Production control is carried out in accordance with the requirements of federal laws in
the field of industrial safety and Regulation on Production Control over Compliance with
Industrial Safety Requirements at Hazardous Production Facilities of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”, which was approved by Order #95 dated 22 October 2014.
Based on the requirements of the above Regulation, the Company’s branches arranged
production control over compliance with industrial safety of hazardous production facilities,
issued orders for appointment of persons responsible for implementation of production control
and compliance with the requirements of industrial safety at hazardous production facilities.
Additionally, in each Company’s branch, subject to its specific organizational structure,
peculiarities of the hazardous production facilities maintained by it and conditions of their
operation, the Regulations on Production Control over Compliance with the Requirements of the
Production Safety at Hazardous Production Facilities of the Company’s Branches were
elaborated and approved in the established procedure.
Information on special assessment of working conditions/ certification of
workplaces
As at 31.12.2015, more than 99% of workplaces were certified according to working
conditions; special assessment of working conditions (SAWC) was held; less than 1% are newly
arranged workplaces, the special evaluation of work conditions in respect of which will be held
in 2016 within the timeframes, as set out by laws.
Measures outlined based on the results of the certification and SAWC are held within the
established periods of time. There are no measures with expired time for their implementation.
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SECTION 11. Ecological policy
11.1 Environmental protection

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” carries out electricity and thermal energy production
activities. In this connection, the primary tasks of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in the
sphere of ecological policy are:
- minimization of negative influence of CHPPs on the environment;
- observance of the nature protection laws;
- performance of the nature protection actions stipulated by the requirements of
instructions of supervising authorities:
- Territorial Administration of Rosprirodnadzor (Federal Service for Supervision of
Natural Resource Use) of the Russian Federation;
- Territorial Administration of Rostekhnadzor (Federal Service for Ecological,
Technological and Nuclear Inspection) of the Russian Federation;
- Territorial Administration of Rospotrebnadzor (Federal Service for Supervision of
Consumer Rights Protection and Human Welfare) of the Russian Federation;
- Authorities of the environmental prosecutor's office.
The production units of the branches of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” have
permits to emissions, permits to water use, permits to pollutants discharge to water facilities and
permits to production and consumption waste disposal in the nature habitat. The Company
elaborated and approved norms of influence on the environment.
The “Plans of performance of the actions ensuring compliance with the requirements of
legislative acts and normative acts to the environment preservation” were developed to
decrease the influence of the production units of the branches of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” on the environment, the main principles of which are:
- technological retooling and gradual decommissioning of out-of-date equipment,
implementation of modern existing technologies in the process of production and delivery of
thermal energy and electricity;
- holding of monitoring of the influence of thermal plants of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” on the environment;
- holding of repairs of nature protection facilities and equipment to ensure observance by
the company of the nature protection laws;
- rational use of water resources by thermal power plants;
- obtaining and prolongation of permits to nature management.
Current costs of the environment protection, mn RUR
Indicator
Current costs of the environment protection, total, including:
- protection and rational use of water resources,
- protection of the atmosphere air,
- protection of the environment (land resources) from production
and consumption waste.

2013
89.2
65.6
12.8

2014
85.6
66.6
9.8

10.9

9.2

Dynamics of payments for negative impact, mn RUR
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2015
75.6
58.4
9.2

8.3

2.5

7.6

5.0

3.9
1.8

2013

3.0

1.5

2014

into water facilities

2.7

2015

into the atmosphere air

for waste disposal

11.2 Use of energy resources
Unit of
measurement

Quantity

Consumption
amount (VAT
excluded), mn RUR

Electricity used, including:

thous.kWh

146,844

573.5

for production needs

thous.kWh

145,262

566.6

for economic needs

thous.kWh

1,582

6.9

Gcal
Gcal

1,615

1.8

1,615

1.8

Thermal energy used, including:
for economic needs

Use of energy resources for resources processing as production-purpose raw
material
Indicator (consumption)
Black oil
Coal
Blast-furnace gas
Natural gas

Unit of
measurement

Quantity

Price, RUR/eft

Value, mn RUR

thous. eft
thous. eft
thous. eft
thous. eft

1.265
0.058
101.982
5,313.421

3,824.2
2,038.9
2,066.6
4,115.2

4.8
0.1
210.8
21,865.9

The Company takes on lease heating grids, during the use of which energy resources are
not consumed, and office rooms, during the use of which energy resources consumption is not
registered separately and reimbursed within the framework of lease agreements. When the
Company leases property out, registration of energy resources use is not performed as well.
Other types of energy resources were not consumed and were not used in the reporting
year.
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SECTION 12. Contact information
Full name:

Public Joint Stock Company “Quadra - Power
Generation”

Shortened name:

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”

Seat address:

City of Tula, Tula Region, Russian Federation

Seat and postal address:

99v Timiryazeva Street, city of Tula, Tula Region,
Russian Federation, 300012

Reception office in Tula:

Tel.: +7 (4872) 25-44-59, 25-43-59
Fax: +7 (4872) 25-44-44
E-mail: tula@quadra.ru

Office in Moscow:

100, bldg. D, Usovo village, Odintsovsky District,
Moscow Region
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Schedules
Schedule #1

Opinion of the Internal Audit Commission
based on the results of inspection of the financial and economic operations of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” for 2015
City of Tula
25 March 2016
The Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” elected on 16.06.2015 by
the resolution of the annual General Meeting of Shareholders (Minutes #1/18 dd. 19.06.2015), according
to the Regulation on the Internal Audit Commission of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” (approved by
Minutes #1/18 of the annual General Meeting of Shareholders dd. 19.06.2015) has held the inspection of
the financial and economic activity of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” for 2015.
Goal of the inspection:
- analysis of the Company’s financial and economic activity;
- control over compliance of the financial and economic operations accomplished by the Company
with the RF laws, Charter and other internal documents of the Company;
- implementation of an independent estimation of the public information on the Company’s financial
standing.
The inspection was made in the period from 18.03.2016 to 25.03.2016 by a sampling procedure,
with the consent and participation of the Company's officials responsible for the Company’s financial and
economic activity. The specialists of the Company’s executive apparatus were involved in the inspection.
In the course of the inspection, the following documents were considered: the Annual Report of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” for 2015, balance sheet as at 31.12.2015, financial results statement
for 2015, appendices to the balance sheet and financial results statement, auditor’s report of Deloitte &
Touche CIS CJSC, normative legal and other documents of the Company regulating its financial and
economic operations.
In 2015, bookkeeping in the Company was implemented according to the accounting policy which
was approved by order #143 of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” dd. 31.12.2014 “On the accounting
policy approval when organizing the bookkeeping and tax accounting in PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation” for 2015”. The accounting reports for 2015 are composed according to the requirements of
RF Federal Law #402-FL “On bookkeeping” dd. 06.12.2011, Regulation on maintenance of the
bookkeeping and accounting reports in the Russian Federation approved by order #34n of the RF
Ministry of Finance dd. 29.07.1998, order #66n of the RF Ministry of Finance “On the forms of the
accounting reports of entities” dd. 02.07.2010, as well as other regulatory enactments governing the
bookkeeping and reporting in RF.
No facts of material violations established by the RF laws have been identified as regards the
procedure of the bookkeeping maintenance and financial reporting submission, as well as legal
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enactments of RF, when carrying out the financial and economic activity in the course of the inspection.
The Company has the control and inspection administration, which controls the implementation of
regulated procedures of internal control over the financial and economic events in the Company, their
compliance with the requirements of the statutory and regulatory enactments.
Deloitte & Touche CIS CJSC submitted the auditor's report on the Company’s accounting reports
for 2015, prepared as per Russian Accounting Standards. In the auditors’ opinion, the Company’s
accounting reports show authentically in all material aspects the financial standing of Public Joint Stock
Company “Quadra - Power Generation” as at 31.12.2015, the results of its financial activity and cash
flow for 2015 according to Russian Accounting and Reporting Standards. Without changing the opinion
about the accounting reports authenticity, the auditors have pointed to an important circumstance: as at
31.12.2015, the Company’s negative working capital increased to RUR 8,620.99 mn, loss was RUR
4,404.44 mn.
The loss growth in the reporting period is mainly explained by the additional augmentation of the
allowance for doubtful debts due to the growth of the overdue receivables of consumers and bankruptcy
of the general contractor. The Company management has prepared an action plan aimed to reduce the
deficiency of the working capital.
Following the results of the inspection and analysis of the financial and economic activity of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, the Internal Audit Commission confirms that:
- the annual accounting reports of the Company have been prepared according to the Russian
Federation laws and show authentically its financial standing as at 31.12.2015 in all material respects;
- the financial information contained in the Company’s Annual Report is authentic and
complies with the data of the accounting reports.
Chairperson
of the Internal Audit Commission of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”

A.V. Muller-Holthusen

Members of the Internal Audit Commission

A.D. Piunov
A.K. Filippenko
I.N. Yushina

The following people have got acquainted with the opinion:
General Director of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”
Yu.P. Pimonov
Chief Accountant of PJSC “Quadra - Power
Generation”

I.A. Lapitskaya
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Schedule #2
Report on compliance with the principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code, which is recommended
by Letter #06-52/2463 of the Bank of Russia “On the Corporate Governance Code” of 10 April 2014
The Board of Directors’ statement on compliance with the corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate
Governance Code; if such principles are not observed by the joint-stock company or observed partially – mentioning of such principles
and brief description of the extent in which they are not observed:
Owing to the adoption of the Corporate Governance Code (hereinafter, the “Code”) by the Bank of Russia as a document that establishes
standards of corporate governance, the Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” states its desire to follow the principles
contained in the Code and their observance by the Company. The Board of Directors of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” recognizes
compliance (partial or full) with the majority of the corporate governance principles in the Code.
The available inconformity to the Code is due to the following factors:
- inapplicability of a number of provisions of the Code for the Company;
- lack of specification of some requirements in the Code;
- high financial costs of implementing a number of requirements, the economic sense of which will have a strongly marked negative effect
for the shareholders.
Brief description of the most significant aspects of the model and practice of corporate governance in the joint stock company:
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” uses the corporate governance model that meets the requirements of the Russian Federation laws and
requirements made for securities issuers, the shares of which are included in the “First Level” section of the list of the securities admitted to
trading on CJSC “MICEX Stock Exchange”. The corporate governance model of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” allows to ensure the
effectiveness of the corporate governance system, compliance with the interests of shareholders and high standards of information disclosure.
As of 31 December 2015, the charter capital of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” is RUR 19,877,785,165.97 rubles and is divided into
1,987,778,516,597 shares of equal par value of RUR 0.01 each. Ordinary registered uncertificated shares of the Company equal
1,912,505,577,759 pieces; preferred registered uncertificated shares equal 75,272,938,838 pieces. The key shareholders of the Company are
RINSOCO TRADING CO LIMITED – 48.106601% and RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED – 24.745914% of the charter capital of PJSC “Quadra
- Power Generation”.
In accordance with the Charter of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, the Company’s management bodies are:
-

General Meeting of Shareholders;
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-

Board of Directors;

-

Management Board;

-

General Director.

The committees of the Board of Directors formed by the resolution of the Board of Directors ensure preliminary review, preparation of
recommendations on the issues within their competence put for consideration to the Board of Directors, and perform other functions aimed to
maintain high standards of the Board of Directors’ operations. All committees are accountable to the Board of Directors of the Company.
The current operations are managed by the sole executive body - General Director, and the collegial executive body – Management Board.
The General Director and Management Board are accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders and the Board of Directors. The
competence of the General Director includes all issues of the management by the current activities of the Company, except for the issues
pertaining to the competence of the General Meeting of Shareholders, the Board of Directors and the Management Board.
The Internal Audit Commission is elected by the General Meeting of Shareholders, exercises control over financial and economic activities
of the Company. The Internal Audit Commission in its operations is accountable to the General Meeting of Shareholders. In carrying out its
activities, the Internal Audit Commission does not depend on the Company’s officials.
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” voluntarily discloses information on the Company’s corporate website in the “Shareholders and
Investors” section.
For more information on the Company’s corporate governance, please refer to section 5 “Corporate governance” of the Annual Report of
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”.
Description of the methodology which was a basis for the joint-stock company to carry out assessment of compliance with the
corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate Governance Code:
Assessment of compliance with the principles of corporate governance set forth in the Corporate Governance Code was carried out in
accordance with the recommended form of the Report on Compliance with the Principles and Recommendations of the Corporate Governance
Code recommended by Information Letter #IN-06-52/8 of the Bank of Russia “On disclosure of the report on compliance with the corporate
governance principles and recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code in the annual report of the public joint stock company” dated
17.02.2016.
Explanation of the key reasons, factors and (or) circumstances due to which the joint-stock company does not observe or
observes in part the corporate governance principles set forth in the Corporate Governance Code and Description of the corporate
governance mechanisms and instruments that are used by the joint stock company in place of (instead of) those recommended by the
Corporate Governance Code:
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Explanation of the key reasons, factors and circumstances, by virtue of which a principle or key criterion is not observed or observed in
part, description of applied alternative mechanisms and instruments of corporate governance are presented in the table below.
Planned (assumed) actions and measures of the joint stock company to improve the corporate governance model and practice:
The Company plans to eliminate the main part of the differences during the years 2016-2017 by way of changing the organization of the
work of the management bodies, implementing new institutions and corporate procedures, changing the existing regulations and adopting new
ones:
- Charter of the Company in a new version;
- Regulation on the General Meeting of Shareholders in a new version;
- Regulation on the Board of Directors in a new version;
- Regulation on the Audit Committee in a new version;
- Regulation on the Human Resources and Remunerations Committee in a new version;
- Regulation on the Corporate Secretary in a new version;
- Corporate Governance Code in a new version;
- Regulation on the Information Policy of the Company in a new version;
- Regulation on internal audit;
- Dividend policy;
- Others.
Besides, the following actions are planned:
- creation of an internal audit system.
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Principles of corporate governance or key criteria (recommendations), the description of compliance with which is recommended
by the Bank of Russia (Letter #IN-06-52/8 “On disclosure of the report on compliance with the corporate governance principles and
recommendations of the Corporate Governance Code in the annual report of the public joint stock company” dated 17.02.2016) in order
to show them in the annual reports of public joint stock companies and by Moscow Stock Exchange (CJSC “MICEX Stock Exchange”)
to be included in the annual report of the joint stock company, the shares of which are admitted to organized trading:

#
Corporate governance principles

1.1
1.1.1

Criteria of assessment of compliance with the
corporate governance principle

Status of compliance
with the corporate
governance principle

Explanations of deviation from the
criteria of assessment of compliance
with the corporate governance
principle

The company must ensure equal and fair treatment of all shareholders in the exercise of their right to participate in the company management.
1. There is an internal document of the
company in public access which was approved
by the general meeting of shareholders: it
The company creates for its shareholders
regulates procedures of holding the general
the best possible conditions for
meeting.
participation in the general meeting, the
2. The company provides an affordable way of
conditions for elaboration of the motivated
communication with the public, such as a "hot
complied
position on the agenda items of the
line", e-mail or forum on the Internet allowing
general meeting, coordination of their
shareholders to express their opinions and send
activities, as well as the opportunity to
questions regarding the agenda items in the
express their views on the issues
preparation for the general meeting. These
considered.
actions were made by the company on the eve
of every general meeting, which took place in
the reporting period.
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1.1.2

Procedure for notification of holding the
general meeting and provision of
materials for the general meeting gives
shareholders the opportunity to properly
prepare for participation in it.

1.1.3

1. A notice of holding the general meeting of
shareholders is placed (published) on the
website on the Internet at least 30 days before
the date of the general meeting.
2. The notice of holding the meeting indicates
the venue of the meeting and the documents
partially complied
required for admission to the premises.
3. Shareholders were provided with access to
information to the extent who proposed agenda
items and who recommended candidates to the
board of directors and the internal audit
commission of the company.

1. In the reporting period, shareholders had the
opportunity to ask members of the executive
bodies and members of the board of directors
questions prior to and during the annual general
meeting.
In the course of preparation and holding of 2. The position of the board of directors
the general meeting, shareholders had the (including special opinions included in the
opportunity to get information freely and
minutes) on each agenda item of the general
timely about the meeting and related
meetings held in the reporting period was
complied
materials, ask the executive bodies and
included in the materials for the general meeting
members of the board of directors
of shareholders.
questions, communicate with each other. 3. The company provided the shareholders
having a respective right, with the access to the
list of the persons entitled to participate in the
general meeting, as from the date of its receipt
by the company, in all cases of holding general
meetings in the reporting period.
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The Company’s internal documents
have not yet clarified the content of
the notice regarding the documents
required for admission to the
premises.
A 30-day notice of holding the
meeting is applicable to AGMS, and
provided that the meeting agenda
includes the item of reorganization of
the Company.
The Company is working on the
implementation of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code in the internal
documents.
Legislative requirements with regard
to the content of the notice are
complied with.

1.1.4
Exercise of a shareholder’s right to
demand the convening of the general
meeting, recommend candidates to the
management bodies and make proposals
for inclusion in the agenda of the general
meeting was not related with unjustified
difficulties.

1. In the reporting period, shareholders had the
opportunity, during at least 60 days after the
end of the relevant calendar year, to submit
proposals for inclusion in the agenda of the
annual general meeting.
complied
2. In the reporting period, the company did not
refuse to accept the proposals on the agenda or
candidates in the bodies of the company due to
typos and other non-essential drawbacks
contained in a shareholder’s proposal.

1.1.5

Each shareholder had an opportunity to
freely exercise his/her/its right to vote by
the most simple and convenient way.

1.1.6

The general meeting conduct procedure
established by the company ensures
equal opportunity for all persons attending
the meeting to express their opinions and
ask the questions they are interested in.

1. An internal document (internal policy) of the
company contains provisions pursuant to which
each member of the general meeting may,
before the completion of the corresponding
not complied
meeting, request a copy of the ballot completed
by him/her/it and certified by the counting
commission.

This provision has not been fixed in
the Company’s internal documents
yet.
The Company is working on the
implementation of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code in the internal
documents.
In fact, no obstacles for the
implementation are stipulated
(provided that a participant applied
for this in a duly manner).

1. When holding the general meetings of
shareholders in the reporting period in the form
of a meeting (joint presence of shareholders),
sufficient time was allocated for reports on the
agenda items and time to discuss these items.
2. Candidates to the company's management
and control bodies were available to answer
questions from shareholders at the meeting, at
which they were recommended as candidates
put to the vote.
3. When the board of directors made decisions
related to the preparation and holding of the
general meetings of shareholders, they
considered the use of telecommunications
facilities to provide remote access to
shareholders for them to participate in the

In preparation for the meeting, the
use of telecommunication means to
provide remote access to
shareholders for them to participate
in general meetings was not
considered in the reporting period
(due to lack of technical
possibility). Candidates were not
present at the meeting, the
information on them was provided for
examination during preparation for
the meeting.
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partially complied

general meetings in the reporting period.
1.2

Shareholders were granted an equal and fair opportunity to participate in the company’s profits by way of receiving dividends.

1.2.1
The company developed and
implemented a transparent and clear
mechanism for determining the amount of
dividends and their payment.

1. The company developed, approved by the
board of directors and disclosed the dividend
policy.
2. If the dividend policy of the company uses the
indicators of the company’s statements to
not complied
determine the amount of the dividend, the
relevant provisions of the dividend policy take
into account the consolidated indicators of the
financial statements.

The company does not make a decision
on payment of dividends, if such a
decision, without violating the restrictions
imposed by law formally, is economically
unreasonable and can lead to the
formation of misconceptions about the
company.

1. The company's dividend policy contains clear
indication to financial/economic circumstances,
in which the company should not pay dividends.

The company does not allow the
deterioration of the dividend rights of
existing shareholders.

1. In the reporting period, the company did not
take any action leading to the deterioration of
the dividend rights of existing shareholders.

The Company does not have an
internal document on the
dividend policy currently.

1.2.2

1.2.3

not complied
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The Company does not have an
internal document on the
dividend policy currently.

1.2.4

1. In order to exclude use by shareholders of
other ways to make a profit (income) at the
expense of the company, except dividends and
liquidation value, the internal documents of the
The company aims to exclude use by
company establish control mechanisms that
shareholders of other ways to make a
ensure timely identification and procedure for
profit (income) at the expense of the
not complied
the approval of transactions with the persons
company, except dividends and liquidation
affiliated (related) with significant shareholders
value.
(persons having the right to dispose of votes per
the voting shares), in the cases where the law
does not formally recognizes such transactions
as related party transactions.

1.3
1.3.1

1.3.2

1.4

The Company does not have such an
internal document currently.
However, it is planned to develop
additional control mechanisms for the
identification and approval of
such transactions.

The corporate governance system and practice ensure equal conditions for all shareholders – holders of shares of one category (type), including minority
(small) shareholders and foreign shareholders, and their equal treatment by the company.
The company created conditions for fair
treatment of each shareholder by the
management and control bodies of the
company, including conditions to ensure
inadmissibility of any abuse by major
shareholders in relation to minority
shareholders.

The company does not undertake actions
that lead or may lead to an artificial
redistribution of corporate control.

1. During the reporting period, potential conflicts
of interest management procedures among
significant shareholders are effective, and
complied
conflicts between the shareholders, if any, were
approached properly by the board of directors.

1. There are no quasi-treasury shares or they
did not vote during the reporting period.

complied

Shareholders are provided with reliable and effective ways to register the rights to the shares, and with the possibility of free and easy disposal of their shares
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held by them.
1.4

2.1

Shareholders are provided with reliable
and effective ways to register the rights to
the shares, and with the possibility of free
and easy disposal of the shares held by
them.

1. The quality and reliability of the activity
performed by the registrar as to keeping the
register of securities holders meet the needs of
the company and its shareholders.

complied

The board of directors carries out strategic management of the company, defines the main principles and approaches to arrangement of the risk management
and internal control systems in the company, controls the activity of the company’s executive bodies, as well as performs other key functions.

2.1.1
The board of directors is responsible for
making the decisions relating to the
appointment and dismissal of the
executive bodies, including in connection
with the improper performance of their
duties. The board of directors also
implements control to ensure that the
executive bodies of the company act in
accordance with the approved
development strategy and main activities
of the company.

1. The board of directors has the authority to
appoint, dismiss and define the terms of
contracts for members of the executive bodies,
and such an authority is in accordance with the
charter.
2. The board of directors reviewed a report
(reports) of the sole executive body and
members of the collegial executive body about
the implementation of the company’s strategy.

The board of directors establishes the
main guidelines of the company’s activity
in the long term, evaluates and approves
key performance indicators and key
business goals of the company, evaluates
and approves the strategy and business
plans of the core activities of the
company.

1. During the reporting period, the board of
directors meetings discussed the issues related
to the progress of implementation and updating
of the strategy, approval of the financial and
complied
economic plan (budget) of the company, and
considered criteria and indicators (including
interim ones) of the strategy and business plans
of the company.

complied

2.1.2
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2.1.3

The board of directors determines the
principles and approaches to risk
management and internal control system
in the company.

1. The board of directors defined the principles
and approaches to risk management and
internal control system in the company.
2. The board of directors assessed the risk
management and internal control system of the
company during the reporting period.

The board of directors determines the
policy of the company regarding
remuneration and (or) reimbursement
(compensation) for members of the board
of directors, executive bodies and other
key managers of the company.

1. The company developed and implemented a
policy (policies) on the remuneration and
reimbursement (compensation) for members of
the board of directors, executive bodies and
other key managers of the company, which is
approved by the board of directors.
2. The issues related to this policy (policies)
were examined during the reporting period at
the board of directors meetings.

The board of directors plays a key role in
the prevention, identification, and
settlement of internal conflicts between
the bodies of the company, shareholders
of the company and employees of the
company.

1. The board of directors plays a key role in the
prevention, identification, and settlement of
internal conflicts.
2. The company established a system of
identification of the transactions involving a
conflict of interest, and a system of measures
aimed to settle such conflicts

partially complied

Currently, the Company does not
have such an internal document.
The Company is working on the
implementation of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code in the internal
documents regarding the
organization of internal control.

2.1.4

not complied

Currently, the Company does not
have such an internal document.
The Company is elaborating the
issue for inclusion of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code regarding
remuneration and compensation in
the internal documents.

2.1.5
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partially complied

The Company is implementing a
system of identification of
transactions involving a conflict of
interest, and a system of measures
aimed to settle such conflicts.

2.1.6

The board of directors plays a key role in
ensuring the transparency of the
company, timeliness and completeness of
information disclosure, unhindered access
for shareholders to the company
documents.

1. The board of directors approved the
regulation on information policy.
2. The company appointed the persons
responsible for the implementation of the
information policy.

complied

2.1.7
The board of directors controls the
corporate governance practice in the
company and plays a key role in major
corporate events of the company.

2.2

1. During the reporting period, the board of
directors considered the issue of corporate
governance practice in the company.

not complied

The issue of corporate governance
practice in the Company was not put
for consideration by the Board of
Directors, however, it is assumed that
all major corporate events are carried
out with the involvement of the Board
of Directors (according to the
competence defined by the
Company’s Charter)

The board of directors is accountable to the shareholders of the company.

2.2.1
1. The annual report of the company for the
reporting period includes information on
Information about the work of the board of attendance of the board of directors and
directors is disclosed and presented to
committees meetings by directors.
partially complied
shareholders.
2. The annual report contains information on the
main results of evaluation of the board of
directors work held during the reporting period.

2.2.2

2.3

Chairperson of the board of directors is
available for communication with the
shareholders of the company.

The Company does not have a
procedure for evaluation of the Board
of Directors work currently.

1. The company has a clear procedure ensuring
a possibility for shareholders to send items and
complied
their position on them to the chairperson of the
board of directors.

The board of directors is an effective and professional management body, which is able to make objective and independent judgment and make decisions
that meet the interests of the company and its shareholders.
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2.3.1

2 .3.2

2 .3.3

1. The procedure for assessing the
effectiveness of the board of directors, adopted
Only those persons who have excellent
in the company, includes, among other things,
business and personal reputation, and
an assessment of the professional qualifications
have the knowledge, skills and experience
of the members of the board of directors.
required to make decisions within the
2. In the reporting period, the board of directors not complied
competence of the board of directors and
(or its nomination committee) evaluated
required for the effective performance of
candidates for the board of directors in terms of
its functions, are elected as members of
whether they have the necessary experience,
the board of directors.
knowledge and business reputation, lack of
conflict of interest, etc.

The procedure for evaluation of the
Board of Directors’ work has not
been implemented by the Company
yet.

1. In all cases of holding the general meeting of
shareholders in the reporting period, the agenda
of which included the items on election of the
board of directors, the company submitted to
The members of the board of directors are the shareholders biographical data of all
elected through a transparent procedure
candidates for members of the board of
that allows shareholders to receive
directors, the results of evaluation of such
not complied
information on the candidates, which is
candidates conducted by the board of directors
sufficient to form a view of their personal
(or the nomination committee), as well as the
and professional qualities.
information whether a candidate meets criteria
of independence, in accordance with
recommendations 102 – 107 of the Code, and
candidates’ consent in writing to be elected to
the board of directors.

The procedure when the Board of
Directors evaluates candidates for
members of the Board of
Directors in the Company has not
been implemented yet. Evaluation of
the independence of the Board of
Directors’ members is conducted in
accordance with the requirements of
the listing and is provided to CJSC
“MICEX Stock Exchange” only.

The membership of the board of directors
is balanced, including in respect of the
qualifications of its members, their
experience, knowledge and business
qualities, and enjoys the confidence of
shareholders.

The procedure for evaluation of the
Board of Directors’ work has not
been implemented yet.

1. As part of the procedure for evaluation of the
board of directors’ members held during the
reporting period, the board of directors reviewed not complied
its own needs in the field of professional
qualification, experience and business skills.
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2.3.4

2.4

The number of members within the
membership of the company’s board of
directors gives the opportunity to organize
the activities of the board of directors in
the most efficient manner, including the
possibility of formation of committees
under the board of directors, and ensures
a possibility for significant minority
shareholders of the company to elect a
candidate to the board of directors they
vote for.

1. As part of the procedure for evaluation of the
board of directors held in the reporting period,
the board of directors considered the item of
compliance of the number of members within
not complied
the membership of the company’s board of
directors with the needs of the company and the
interests of shareholders.

The board of directors includes a sufficient number of independent directors.

2.4.1
An independent director is a person that
has enough professionalism, experience
and independence to form a personal
position, to be able to make objective and
honest judgments, independent of the
influence of executive bodies, separate
groups of shareholders or other interested
persons. At the same time, it should be
noted that in normal conditions a
candidate (elected member of the board
of directors) cannot be regarded as
independent if he/she is associated with
the company, its significant shareholder,
significant counterparty or competitor of
the company or related with the
government.

1. During the reporting period, all independent
members of the board of directors met all the
criteria for independence set out in
complied
recommendations 102 – 104 of the Code, or
were recognized independent by the decision of
the board of directors.
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The procedure for evaluation of the
Board of Directors’ work has not
been implemented yet.

2.4.2

2.4.3

1. In the reporting period, the board of directors
(or the nomination committee of the board of
directors) formed an opinion about
independence of each candidate to the board of
directors and submitted a respective conclusion
Evaluation of compliance of candidates for to shareholders.
members of the board of directors with the 2. During the reporting period, the board of
criteria of independence is held, as well as directors (or the nomination committee of the
regular analysis of the compliance of
board of directors) at least once considered the
independent members of the board of
independence of the current members of the
not complied
directors with the independence criteria is board of directors, who are indicated by the
carried out. When holding such an
company in the annual report as independent
evaluation, content should prevail over
directors.
form.
3. The company developed procedures for
determining the necessary actions of a member
of the board of directors in the event that he/she
ceases to be independent, including the
obligations regarding timely informing the board
of directors of this.
Independent directors make up at least
one third of the elected members of the
board of directors.

1. Independent directors make up at least one
third of the board of directors.

Independent directors play a key role in
the prevention of internal conflicts in the
company and completion of significant
corporate actions by the company.

1. Independent directors (who have no conflict
of interest) tentatively assess significant
corporate actions related to possible conflicts of not complied
interest, and the results of this assessment are
provided to the board of directors.

2.4.4

The procedure for evaluation of the
Board of Directors’ work has not
been implemented yet.
Evaluation of the independence of
the Board of Directors’ members is
conducted in accordance with the
requirements of the listing and
provision of information on
independent directors to CJSC
“MICEX Stock Exchange”.

complied

The procedure for assessment of
significant corporate actions related
to possible conflicts of interest is not
available currently.

2.5

Chairperson of the board of directors contributes to the most effective implementation of the functions assigned to the board of directors.

2.5.1

An independent director is elected as
chairperson of the board of directors; or
from among the elected independent
directors, the senior independent director

1. The chairperson of the board of directors is
an independent director; or the senior
independent director is defined among
independent directors
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complied

is defined, who coordinates the work of
independent directors and is responsible
for interaction with the chairperson of the
board of directors.

2.5.2

The chairperson of the board of directors
ensures the constructive atmosphere of
holding the meeting, free discussion of the
items included in the agenda of the
meeting, control over the execution of
decisions taken by the board of directors.

1. The effectiveness of the work of the
chairperson of the board of directors was
evaluated in the framework of the board of
directors’ performance evaluation procedure in
the reporting period.

not complied

The chairperson of the board of directors
takes necessary measures for the timely
provision of information to members of the
board of directors for decision-making on
the agenda items.

1. The duty of the chairperson of the board of
directors to take steps to ensure timely delivery
of materials to members of the board of
directors on the agenda items of the meeting of
the board of directors is fixed in internal
documents of the company.

complied

2.5.3

2.6

2. The role, rights and responsibilities of the
chairperson of the board of directors (and, if
applicable, the senior independent director) are
properly defined in the internal documents of
the company.

The procedures for assessing the
effectiveness of the Board of
Directors’ work have not been
implemented yet.

The members of the board of directors act in good faith and reasonably in the interests of the company and its shareholders on the basis of sufficient
information, with due care and diligence.
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2.6.1

2.6.2

1. The company's internal documents set out
that a member of the board of directors must
notify the board of directors, if he/she has a
conflict of interest in respect of any item on the
agenda of the meeting of the board of directors
The members of the board of directors
or committee of the board of directors, prior to
make decisions based on all available
the discussion of the relevant item of the
information, in the absence of a conflict of
agenda.
interest, taking into account the equal
2. The company's internal documents stipulate
treatment of shareholders of the company,
that a member of the board of directors must
within the framework of normal business
abstain from voting on any item, in respect of
risk.
which he/she has a conflict of interest.
3. The company established a procedure that
allows the board of directors to receive
professional advice on the issues within its
competence, at the expense of the company.
The rights and obligations of members of
the board of directors are clearly defined
and established in the internal documents
of the company.

2.6.3

partially complied

1. The company adopted and published an
internal document clearly defining the rights and
complied
responsibilities of the members of the board of
directors.
1. Individual attendance at the board of
directors’ and committees’ meetings, as well as
the time devoted to preparation for participation
in the meetings was taken into account as part
of the board of directors assessment procedure
in the reporting period.

The members of the board of directors
have sufficient time to perform their
duties.

The procedure, which allows the
Board of Directors to receive
professional advice on matters within
its competence, at the expense of the
Company, is absent. In this case, the
Board of Directors may give a
relevant task to the General Director
of the Company.

2. In accordance with the internal documents of partially complied
the company, the board of directors members
are required to notify the board of directors of
their intention to become members of the
management bodies of other organizations
(besides the entities which are controlled by and
affiliated with the company), as well as of the
fact of such appointment.
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The procedure for assessment of the
Board of Directors has not been
implemented yet.
The obligation for the Board of
Directors members to notify the
Board of Directors of their intention to
join other organizations’ management
bodies is not supposed (it is planned
to make changes in the internal
documents of the Company).

2.6.4

2.7
2.7.1

2.7.2

1. In accordance with the internal documents of
the company, the members of the board of
All members of the board of directors
directors have the right to get access to
have equal access to the documents and
documents and to make inquiries concerning
information of the company. The newly
the company and its controlled organizations,
elected members of the board of directors
and the executive bodies of the company are
in the shortest possible period are
required to provide relevant information and
provided with enough information about
documents.
the company and the work of the board of
2. The company has a formalized getdirectors.
acquainted session program for newly elected
members of the board of directors.

partially complied

The Company has not a formalized
get-acquainted session program for
newly elected Board of Directors
members.

Meetings of the board of directors, preparation for them and participation of the members of the board of directors in them ensure the effective work of the
board of directors.
Meetings of the board of directors are held
as may be necessary, taking into account
1. The board of directors held at least six
the scales of operations and the
meetings during the reporting year.
challenges the company faces in a certain
period of time.

complied

The internal documents of the company
stipulate the order of preparation and
holding of the board of directors meetings,
providing members of the board of
directors with the possibility to prepare
adequately for them.

1. The company approved the internal
document defining the procedure for
preparation and holding of the board of
complied
directors’ meetings, including it is established
that a notice of the meeting must be made, as a
rule, at least 5 days prior to its holding.

The form of holding the meeting of the
board of directors is determined taking
into account the importance of the items
on the agenda. The most important items
are addressed at the meetings held in the
form of joint presence.

1. The charter or internal documents of the
company stipulates that the most important
items (according to the list given in
recommendation 168 of the Code) must be
considered at joint-presence meetings of the
board of directors.

2.7.3
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not complied

The internal documents of the
Company have no such a provision.
The Company is working on the
implementation of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code in the internal
documents in this respect.

2.7.4
Decisions on the most important issues of
the company's activities are taken at the
meeting of the board of directors by a
qualified majority or a majority of all the
elected members of the board of directors.

2.8
2.8.1

2.8.2

1. The company's charter stipulates that the
decisions on the most important issues outlined
in recommendation 170 of the Code must be
taken at a meeting of the board of directors by a partially complied
qualified majority, at least by three fourths of the
votes, or a majority of all the elected members
of the board of directors.

The internal documents of the
Company have no such a provision.
The Company is working on the
implementation of provisions
(recommendations) of the Corporate
Governance Code in the internal
documents in this respect.

The board of directors established committees for preliminary consideration of the most important issues of the company.
1. The board of directors formed an audit
committee composed entirely of independent
directors.
2. The internal documents of the company
determine the tasks of the audit committee,
For preliminary consideration of the issues
including, but not limited to, the objectives
related to the control over financial and
contained in recommendation 172 of the Code.
economic activity of the company, an
partially complied
3. At least one member of the audit committee,
audit committee was set up, which is
who is an independent director, has experience
composed of independent directors.
and expertise in the preparation, analysis,
evaluation and audit of accounting (financial)
statements.
4. Meetings of the audit committee were held at
least once a quarter during the reporting period.

1. The board of directors set up a
remunerations committee, which consists of
For preliminary consideration of the issues independent directors only.
related to the formation of an efficient and 2. The chairperson of the remunerations
transparent remuneration practice, a
committee is an independent director, who is
remunerations committee was set up,
not chairperson of the board of directors.
consisting of independent directors and
3. The internal documents of the company
chaired by an independent director who is determined the tasks of the remunerations
not chairperson of the board of directors. committee, including, but not limited to, the
tasks contained in recommendation 180 of the
Code.
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partially complied

The Company has prepared a new
version of the Regulation on the Audit
Committee, taking into account
recommendations 172 of the Code,
for the consideration and approval.

The Human Resources and
Remunerations Committee consists
of 3 persons, its membership
includes Two (2) independent
directors. Chairperson is an
independent director.
The internal document will be
updated by the Company for
compliance with the Corporate
Governance Code.

2.8.3

1. The board of directors established a
nomination committee (or its tasks specified in
For preliminary consideration of the issues recommendation 186 of the Code are
related to the implementation of workforce implemented in the framework of another
planning (succession planning),
committee, the majority of members of which
professional staff and efficiency of the
are independent directors).
board of directors, a nomination
2. The internal documents of the company
(appointments, personnel) committee was determined the tasks of the nomination
set up, the majority of members of which
committee (or a respective committee with a
are independent directors.
combined functional), including, but not limited
to, the objectives contained in recommendation
186 of the Code.

partially complied

The nomination committee has not
been set up in the Company. Some
of the functions of this committee are
performed by the Human Resources
and Remunerations Committee, the
majority of members of which are
independent directors.

Given the scope of activities and risk
level, the company’s board of directors
made sure that the memberships of its
committees fully meet the goals of the
company. Additional committees were
either formed or recognized to be
unnecessary (strategy committee,
corporate governance committee, ethics
committee, risk management committee,
budget committee, health committee,
safety and environment committee, etc.).

not complied

The issue was not considered by the
Board of Directors in the reporting
period.

2.8.4

1. In the reporting period, the company’s board
of directors considered the issue of compliance
of the memberships of its committees with the
tasks of the board of directors and goals of the
company. Additional committees were either
formed or recognized to be unnecessary.

2.8.5

The membership of the committees is
defined in such a way that it allows for a
comprehensive discussion of the issues
beforehand, taking into account the
different views.

1. The committees of the board of directors are
headed by independent directors.
2. The internal documents (policies) of the
company include the provisions, according to
which the persons who are not members of the partially complied
audit committee, nomination committee and
remunerations committee may attend the
committee meetings by way of an invitation from
the chairperson of the relevant committee only.
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The Human Resources and
Remunerations Committee was not
headed by an independent director in
the reporting period.
The internal documents (policies) of
the Company include the provisions,
according to which the persons who
are not members of the audit
committee and remunerations
committee may attend the committee
meetings by way of an invitation from
the committee members only.

2.8.6

2.9
2.9.1

2.9.2

3.1

1. During the reporting period, the chairpersons
Chairpersons of the committees regularly
of the committees reported regularly on the
inform the board of directors and its
work of the committees to the board of
chairperson of the work of its committees.
directors.

complied

The board of directors ensures an assessment of quality of performance of the board of directors, its committees and members of the board of directors.
Assessment of the quality of the board of
directors’ work is aimed to determine the
degree of effectiveness of the work of the
board of directors, committees and
members of the board of directors,
compliance of their work with the
company’s development needs,
intensification of the work of the board of
directors and identification of the areas in
which their work can be improved.

1. Self-assessment or external evaluation of the
work of the board of directors held during the
reporting period included the evaluation of the
work of committees, certain members of the
board of directors and the board of directors
not complied
generally.
2. The results of self-assessment or external
evaluation of the board of directors held during
the reporting period were discussed at a jointpresence meeting of the board of directors.

The procedures for assessment of
the Board of Directors, committees of
the Board of Directors were not
adopted and were not carried out
during the reporting period. The
implementation of these approaches
is considered by the Company.

Assessment of the work of the board of
directors, committees and members of the
board of directors is carried out on a
regular basis at least once a year. To
carry out an independent assessment of
the quality of work of the board of
directors, an external entity is involved at
least every three years (a consultant).

1. The company involved an external entity (a
consultant) to carry out an independent
assessment of the quality of the work of the
board of directors during the past three
reporting periods at least once.

An independent assessment of the
quality of work of the board of
directors was not carried out.
Implementation of this approach is
considered by the Company.

not complied

The corporate secretary of the company carries out an effective current cooperation with shareholders, coordination of the company’s actions regarding
protection of shareholders’ rights and interests, supports the effective work of the board of directors.
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3.1.1

1. The company adopted and disclosed the
internal document – regulation on the corporate
secretary.
The corporate secretary has the
knowledge, experience and expertise
which are sufficient for the execution of
his/her duties, impeccable reputation and
enjoys the confidence of shareholders.

partially complied

The Company's website has not
published the detailed information
about the corporate secretary yet.

2. The company's website on the Internet and
the annual report provides biographical
information on the corporate secretary, with the
same level of detailed information as for the
members of the board of directors and
executive management of the company.
3.1.2
The corporate secretary is sufficiently
1. The board of directors approves the
independent of the executive bodies of the
appointment, removal from office and additional complied
company and has the necessary powers
remuneration of the corporate secretary.
and resources to carry out his/her tasks.
4.1

The level of remuneration paid by the company is sufficient to recruit, motivate and retain individuals with the competence and qualification required for the
company. Payment of remuneration to members of the board of directors, executive bodies and other key managers of the company is carried out in
accordance with the remunerations policy adopted in the company.

4.1.1

The level of remuneration provided by the
company to members of the board of
directors, executive bodies and other key
managers creates a sufficient motivation
for them to work effectively, allowing the
company to recruit and retain competent
and skilled specialists. At the same time,
the company avoids the level of
remuneration which is larger than the

1. The company adopted an internal document
(documents) - the policy (policies) on the
remuneration of members of the board of
directors, executive bodies and other key
managers, which clearly defines the approach
to the remuneration of these persons.
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not complied

There is no policy (policies) of
remuneration of the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies
and other key managers in the
Company. The Company is
considering the implementation of
such documents.

necessary one, as well as an unjustified
gap between the levels of remuneration of
these persons and employees of the
company.

4.1.2
The remunerations policy of the company
was elaborated by the remunerations
committee and approved by the board of
directors. The board of directors, with the
support of the remunerations committee,
ensures control over the implementation
and performance of the remunerations
policy in the company, and when
necessary - reviews and updates it.

1. In the reporting period, the remunerations
committee reviewed the remunerations policy
(policies) and practice of its (their)
implementation and, when necessary,
presented related recommendations to the
board of directors.

The remunerations policy of the company
contains transparent mechanisms for
determining the remuneration of members
of the board of directors, executive bodies
and other key managers of the company,
as well as governs all types of payments,
benefits and privileges provided to such
persons.

The company determines the expenses

not complied

There is no policy (policies) of
remuneration of the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies
and other key managers in the
Company. The Company is
considering the implementation of
such documents.

1. The remunerations policy (policies) of the
company contains (contain) transparent
mechanisms for determining the remuneration
of members of the board of directors, executive
bodies and other key managers of the
company, as well as governs (regulates) all
kinds of payments, benefits and privileges
provided to such persons.

not complied

There is no policy (policies) of
remuneration of the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies
and other key managers in the
Company. The Company is
considering the implementation of
such documents.

1. The remunerations policy (policies) or other

not complied

There is no policy (policies) of

4.1.3

4.1.4
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reimbursement (compensations) policy
specifying the list of reimbursable
expenses and the level of service, the
members of the board of directors,
executive bodies and other key
management of the company may reckon
on. This policy can be part of the
company’s remunerations policy.

internal documents of the company establishes
reimbursement rules for the board of directors
members, executive bodies and other key
managers of the company.

remuneration of the members of the
Board of Directors, executive bodies
and other key managers in the
Company. The Company is
considering the implementation of
such documents.

4.2

The system of remuneration of the members of the board of directors ensures harmonizing of directors’ financial interests with shareholders’ long-term
financial interests.

4.2.1

The company pays a fixed annual
remuneration to the members of the board
of directors. The company does not pay
any remuneration for participation in
certain meetings of the board of directors
or committees under the board of
directors.
The company does not use forms of shortterm motivation and additional material
incentives for members of the board of
directors.

1. A fixed annual remuneration was the only
form of monetary remuneration of the members
not complied
of the board of directors for their work as part of
the board of directors in the reporting period.

A fixed annual remuneration of the
members of the Board of Directors
for the work as part of the Board of
Directors is not stipulated.
No forms of short-term motivation are
available. There is no policy (policies)
of remuneration of the members of
the Board of Directors in the
Company. The Company is
considering the implementation of
such documents.

Long-term shareholding in the company in
the largest degree contributes to the
harmonization of the financial interests of
the members of the board of directors with
the long-term interests of shareholders. At
the same time, the company does not
relate the right to sell shares with
achievement of certain performance
indicators, and the members of the board
of directors do not participate in option
programs.

1. If the internal document(s) - the
remunerations policy (policies) stipulate
granting of the company's shares to the
members of the board of directors, the company
not complied
must set forth and disclose clear rules of
shareholding by the members of the board of
directors aimed to contribute to such shares
long-term holding.

No optional policy is available.

The company does not provide any

1. The company does not provide any additional complied

4.2.2

4.2.3
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additional payment or compensation in the
event of early termination of powers of
members of the board of directors in
connection with the transition of control
over the company or other circumstances.
4.3

payment or compensation in the event of early
termination of powers of members of the board
of directors in connection with the transition of
control over the company or other
circumstances.

The system of remuneration of the members of executive bodies and other key managers of the company provides for the dependence of remuneration on
the performance of the company and their personal contribution to the achievement of this performance.

4.3.1
1. In the reporting period, annual performance
indicators approved by the board of directors
were used in determining the amount of variable
remuneration of members of executive bodies
The remuneration of executive bodies and and other key managers of the company.
other key managers of the company is
2. In the course of the last evaluation of the
determined in such a way as to provide a system of remuneration of members of
reasonable and justified ratio of a fixed
executive bodies and other key managers of the
part of remuneration and variable part of
company, the board of directors (the
not complied
remuneration, depending on the
remunerations committee) made sure that the
performance of the company and personal company used the efficient relation of the fixed
(individual) contribution of an employee to remuneration and variable remuneration.
the final result.
3. The company has a procedure that provides
return to the company of the remunerations that
were unlawfully obtained by members of the
executive bodies and other key managers of the
company.
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Such a practice of using annual
performance indicators for
determining the amount of the
variable remuneration is not applied
in the Company.
The Company is considering the
implementation of such documents.

4.3.2
1. The company implemented the long-term
motivation program for members of the
executive bodies and other key managers of the
company using the company's shares (financial
The company implemented the long-term
instruments based on the company’s shares).
motivation program for members of the
2. The long-term motivation program of
executive bodies and other key managers
members of executive bodies and other key
of the company using the company's
not complied
managers of the company stipulates that the
shares (options or other derivative
right to sell shares and other financial
financial instruments the underlying asset
instruments used in such a program does not
of which is shares of the company).
begin earlier than three years as from the date
of their granting. In this case, the right to sell
them depends on the achievement of certain
performance indicators by the company.

The long-term motivation
program using shares (options or
other derivative financial instruments
the underlying asset of which is
shares of the company) is not applied
in the Company.

4.3.3
The amount of compensation (golden
parachute) paid by the company in the
event of early termination of powers to the
members of the executive bodies or key
managers at the initiative of the company
and in the absence of their unscrupulous
acts does not exceed twice the fixed part
of the annual remuneration.

1. The amount of compensation (golden
parachute) paid by the company in the event of
early termination of powers to the members of
the executive bodies or key managers at the
complied
initiative of the company and in the absence of
their unscrupulous acts did not exceed twice the
fixed part of the annual remuneration in the
reporting period.

5.1

The company established an efficiently functioning risk management and internal control system aimed to ensure reasonable assurance in achieving the
goals set for the company.

5.1.1

The company’s board of directors defined

1. The functions of various management bodies not complied
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The Company does not have a

the principles and approaches to risk
management and internal control system
in the company.

and divisions of the company in the risk
management and internal control system are
clearly defined in the internal documents /
respective policy of the company approved by
the board of directors.

regulated risk management system.

The executive bodies of the company
ensure establishment and support of
functioning of an efficient risk
management and internal control system
in the company.

1. The executive bodies of the company ensure
distribution of functions and responsibilities in
respect of risk management and internal control partially complied
between the heads (chiefs) of divisions and
departments accountable to them.

The risk management and internal control
system in the company ensures an
objective, fair and clear picture of the
current state and prospects of the
company, integrity and transparency of
the reporting in the company,
reasonableness and acceptability of the
risks taken by the company.

1. The company approved the anti-corruption
policy.
2. The company arranged an affordable way to
inform the board of directors or the audit
complied
committee of the board of directors on the facts
of violating laws, internal procedures, and ethics
code of the company.

5.1.2

The Company does not have a
regulated risk management system.
The Company's management
bodies identify, assess and minimize
the consequences of the potential
impact of risks on a regular basis as
part of its activities.

5.1.3

5.1.4
The company’s board of directors takes all
the necessary measures to ensure that
the current risk management and internal
control system meets the principles and
approaches to its organization defined by
the board of directors, and functions
effectively.

5.2

1. During the reporting period, the board of
directors or the audit committee of the board of
directors evaluated the effectiveness of the risk
management and internal control system of the
company. The information about the main
results of this evaluation is included in the
company's annual report.

not complied

No evaluation was held. The Audit
Committee of the Board of Directors
considers and takes into account the
report of the Control and Inspection
Administration of PJSC “Quadra –
Power Generation” about the
violations identified, based on the
Company's year performance and the
measures taken to address them. It is
supposed to implement the internal
audit system.

The company arranges internal audit for the purpose of a systematic independent evaluation of reliability and effectiveness of the risk management and
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internal control system, and corporate governance practice.
5.2.1

In order to conduct internal audit, the
company established a separate structural
unit or involved an independent external
organization. Functional accountability
and administrative one of the internal
audit unit are delineated. Functionally, the
internal audit unit is accountable to the
board of directors.

1. In order to conduct internal audit, the
company established a separate structural unit
of internal audit, which is functionally
accountable to the board of directors or the
audit committee, or involved an independent
external organization with the same principle of
accountability.

not complied

The internal audit unit is planned to
be established in 2016.

The internal audit unit evaluates the
effectiveness of internal control systems,
assesses the effectiveness of the risk
management system, as well as corporate
governance system. The company uses
generally accepted standards of activities
in the field of internal audit.

1. In the reporting period, within the framework
of holding internal audit, the effectiveness of
internal control and risk management system
was assessed.
2. The company uses generally accepted
approaches to internal control and risk
management.

not complied

The internal audit unit is planned to
be established in 2016.

5.2.2

6.1

The Company and its operations are transparent for shareholders, investors and other interested parties.

6.1.1
The company developed and
implemented the information policy to
ensure effective information exchange
between the company, shareholders,
investors and other interested parties.

1. The company’s board of directors approved
the company’s information policy designed to
meet the recommendations of the Code.
2. The board of directors (or one of its
committees) discussed the issues related with
the company’s compliance with its information
policy at least once in the reporting period.
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partially complied

The issues related with the
Company’s compliance with its
information policy in the reporting
period were not put for consideration
by the Board of Directors on the
grounds of non-infringement.

6.1.2

6.2

1. The company discloses information on
corporate governance in the company and
general principles of corporate governance
applied in the company, including on the
company’s web site.
2. The company discloses information on the
The company discloses information on the
memberships of the executive bodies and the
corporate governance system and
board of directors, independence of the
practice, including detailed information on
members of the board of directors and their
the compliance with the principles and
membership in the committees of the board of
recommendations of the Code.
directors (as defined in the Code).
3. In case of presence of a person controlling
the company, the company publishes a
controlling person’s memorandum concerning
the plans of such a person in respect of
corporate governance in the company.

partially complied

No controlling person’s memorandum
concerning the plans of such a
person in respect of corporate
governance in the company is
available.

The company discloses the complete, current and accurate information about the company timely to enable informed decision-making by the company’s
shareholders and investors.

6.2.1

The company discloses information in
accordance with the principles of
regularity, consistency and quickness, as
well as understandability, accuracy,
completeness and comparability of the
data disclosed.

1. The information policy of the company
defines approaches and criteria for determining
the information that may have a material effect
on the assessment of the company and the
value of its securities, and procedures to ensure
the timely disclosure of such information.
2. If the securities of the company are traded on
foreign organized markets, the disclosure of
complied
material information in the Russian Federation
and on such markets is synchronous and
equivalent during the reporting year.
3. If foreign shareholders hold a substantial
amount of shares in the company, during the
reporting year the information disclosure was
carried out not only in Russian, but also in one
of the most common foreign languages.
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6.2.2

1. In the reporting period, the company
disclosed the annual and semi-annual financial
statements prepared under IFRS
standards. The annual report of the company
The company avoids a formal approach to
for the reporting period included the annual
the disclosure of information and
financial statements prepared in accordance
discloses important information about its
partially complied
with IFRS, together with the auditor's report.
activities, even if disclosure of such
2. The company discloses full information on
information is not required by law.
the capital structure of the company in
accordance with Recommendation 290 of the
Code in the annual report and on the company’s
web site.

6.2.3
The annual report, which is one of the
most important tools of information
exchange among shareholders and other
interested parties, contains information
allowing to assess the company's
performance for the year.

6.3

The financial statements prepared
according to IFRS standards are not
included in the Annual Report due to
their later date of drawing up.
The Company discloses information
on the capital structure partially.

1. The company's annual report provides
information on the key aspects of the operating
activities of the company and its financial results
complied
2. The company's annual report contains
information about the environmental and social
aspects of the company.

The company provides information and documents at the request of shareholders, in accordance with the principles of equal and unhindered access.

6.3.1
The company provides information and
documents at the request of shareholders
in accordance with the principles of equal
and unhindered access.

1. The information policy of the company
defines the unhindered access procedure of
providing shareholders with information,
complied
including the information about the legal entities
controlled by the company, at the request of
shareholders.
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6.3.2
When the company provides information
to the shareholders, it ensures a
reasonable balance between the interests
of specific shareholders and the interests
of the company itself, which is interested
in keeping confidentiality regarding
important commercial information that
may have a material impact on its
competitiveness.

7.1

1. In the reporting period, the company did not
refuse to satisfy the shareholders' requests for
information, or such refusals were justified.
2. In the cases determined by the information
policy of the company, shareholders are
informed of the confidential nature of the
information and take the responsibility to keep
its confidentiality.

complied

The actions that have a material effect or may have a material effect on the structure of the joint-stock capital and financial position of the company and,
accordingly, the position of shareholders (material corporate actions) are carried out on fair conditions that ensure respect for the rights and interests of
shareholders and other interested parties.

7.1.1
1. The company's charter contains a list of
transactions or other actions that are material
Material corporate actions include
corporate actions, and criteria for their
reorganization of the company, acquisition
definition. Decision-making regarding material
of 30 percent or more of voting shares in
corporate actions is within the competence of
the company (takeover), accomplishment
the board of directors. In cases where the
by the company of material transactions,
implementation of these corporate actions is
increase or decrease in the charter capital
directly related by the laws to the general
of the company, implementation of the
meeting of shareholders, the board of directors
listing and delisting of the shares of the
gives shareholders respective
partially complied
company, as well as other actions that
recommendations.
may lead to a significant change in the
2. According to the company’s charter, material
shareholders’ rights or violation of their
corporate actions are, at least: reorganization of
interests. The company's charter contains
the company, acquisition of 30 percent or more
a list (criteria) of transactions or other
of voting shares (takeover) in the company,
actions that are material corporate
accomplishment by the company of material
actions, and such actions are included in
transactions, increase or decrease in the
the competence of the board of directors.
charter capital of the company, implementation
of listing and delisting of the company’s shares.
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The Company’s Charter does not
define acquisition of 30 percent or
more of voting shares in the company
(takeover) as a material corporate
action.

7.1.2

7.1.3

7.2

7.2.1

The board of directors plays a key role in
making decisions or elaborating
recommendations about material
corporate actions; the board of directors
proceeds from the position of the
company’s independent directors.
When accomplishing material corporate
actions that affect the rights and legitimate
interests of shareholders, equal conditions
are provided for all shareholders of the
company; in the event of insufficiency of
the mechanisms provided for by the laws
– additional measures aimed to protect
the rights and legitimate interests of
shareholders of the company are
ensured. In this regard, the company is
governed by not only compliance with the
formal requirements of the law, but also
the principles of corporate governance set
out in the Code.

1. The company stipulates a procedure,
according to which the independent directors
state their positions on material corporate
actions prior to their approval.

not complied

This procedure is not stipulated; it is
planned to be implemented.

1. The charter of the company, taking into
account the peculiarities of its activities, sets out
lower criteria than the minimal criteria stipulated
by the laws for classifying transactions of the
company as material corporate actions.
complied
2. In the reporting period, all material corporate
actions passed approval process before their
implementation.

The company ensures a procedure for accomplishing material corporate actions, which allows shareholders to timely receive comprehensive information on
such actions, gives them the opportunity to influence the accomplishment of such actions and ensures compliance and adequate level of protection of their
rights in the accomplishment of such actions.
Information about accomplishment of
material corporate actions is disclosed
with an explanation of the causes,
conditions and consequences of such
actions.

1. In the reporting period, the company promptly
and thoroughly disclosed information on
material corporate actions of the company,
complied
including the reasons and timing of such
actions.
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7.2.2

1. The company’s internal documents stipulate
a procedure for involvement of an independent
appraiser to determine the value of the property
alienated or acquired within the framework of a
large transaction or a related party transaction.
The rules and procedures relating to the
2. The company’s internal documents stipulate
accomplishment of material corporate
a procedure for involvement of an independent
partially complied
actions by the company are established in appraiser to determine the value of acquisition
the internal documents of the company.
and redemption of shares.
3. The company's internal documents provide
for an extended list of grounds, by virtue of
which the members of the board of directors
and other persons stipulated by law are deemed
interested in the company’s transactions.
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The Company does not have such
internal documents. Involvement of
an independent appraiser is usually
performed in these cases; as to
related-party transactions (as an
alternative), an internal method of
price definition may be applied.
The persons are deemed interested
in the company’s transactions in
accordance with the provisions of the
current laws.

Schedule #3
List of transactions recognized by the Federal Law “On Joint Stock Companies” to be interested-party transactions, which were
approved by the Company’s Board of Directors and accomplished in 2015.
Parties to a transaction

Kind of a transaction (contract)

Amount
(RUR)

Number and
date of minutes

Interested persons

1

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
V.L. Alexandrovich

Contract with GD

less than 2% of the book value
of the Company’s assets

#19/202
dated 20 January
2015

V.L. Alexandrovich

2

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Shchekino SDPS”

Addendum #1/15 to Agency contract #402
dated 04.07.2014

RUR 497,829,640.48
(including VAT (18%))

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”

Claim assignment agreement (cession of
rights)

RUR 136,036,058.77
VAT exempt

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Dorogobuzh HGC”

Addendum to Lease contract #558/61 dated
26.12.2013

RUR 89,198,053.20 per year
(including VAT (18%))

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #10 to Property insurance
contract #0002101-0016216/12 KVS dated
27.12.2012

RUR 86,445,417.00
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #2 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067017/13 KVS in respect of
CSA facility Voronezh HPP-2 dated
01.07.2013

RUR 9,466,148.00
(VAT exempt)

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #1 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067020/13 KVS in respect of
CSA facility North-Western boiler plant in
Kursk dated 01.07.2013

RUR 10,188,684.00
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #3 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-1559581/13 KVS in respect of
CSA facility Novomoskovsk SDPS dated
01.09.2013

RUR 14,766,336.00
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia”

Addendum #2 to Suretyship contract
#01800012/55011100p in respect of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” to PJSC
“Sberbank of Russia” regarding the liabilities
of LLC “Smolensk HGC” dated 17.08.2012

RUR 450,000,000
including interest
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
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#21/204
dated 05 March
2015

E.M. Salnikova

10

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia”

11

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia”

12

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia”

13

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
PJSC “Sberbank of Russia”

14

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Dorogobuzh HGC”

15

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kotovsk HGC”

16

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

17

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

18

19
20
21
22
23

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
E.V. Shpakovsky
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
D.L. Wolfe

Addendum #2 to Suretyship contract
#01780012/55011100p in respect of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” to PJSC
“Sberbank of Russia” regarding the liabilities
of LLC “OHGC” dated 16.08.2012
Addendum #1 to Suretyship contract
#00560013/55011100p in respect of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” to PJSC
“Sberbank of Russia” regarding the liabilities
of LLC “Kursk HGC” dated 16.05.2013
Addendum #2 to Suretyship contract
#01860012/55011100p in respect of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” to PJSC
“Sberbank of Russia” regarding the liabilities
of LLC “Voronezh HGC” dated 21.08.2012
Addendum #2 to Suretyship contract
#01810012/55011100p in respect of PJSC
“Quadra - Power Generation” to PJSC
“Sberbank of Russia” regarding the liabilities
of JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company” dated
17.08.2012
Addendum #4 to Target loan contract #01222/2014 dated 10.04.2014
Addendum #5 to Target loan contract #01186/2014 dated 31.03.2014
Addendum #13 to Hazardous facility general
contract #0002104-0163820/11 in respect of
insurance of civil liability of hazardous facility
owner for causing harm as a result of an
accident at the hazardous facility dated
30.12.2011
Vehicles insurance contract
Addendum #14 to Hazardous facility general
contract #0002104-0163820/11 in respect of
insurance of civil liability of hazardous facility
owner for causing harm as a result of an
accident at the hazardous facility dated
30.12.2011

RUR 450,000,000
including interest
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 525,000,000
including interest
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 450,000,000
including interest
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 450,000,000
including interest
(VAT exempt)

RUR 250,000,000
(VAT exempt)
RUR 117,321,828.54
(VAT exempt)

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Dorogobuzh HGC”

Making contribution to the Company’s
property

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kotovsk HGC”

Making contribution to the Company’s
property

RUR 275,000,000
(VAT exempt)

Agreement to Labor contract with First
deputy GD
Labor contract with a member of the Board of
Directors
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E.M. Salnikova

RUR 84,238.50
(VAT exempt)
RUR 117,364,328.54
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 190,000,000
(VAT exempt)

RUR 11,510,000.00
(VAT exempt)
less than 2% of the book value
of the Company’s assets
less than 2% of the book value
of the Company’s assets
RUR 215,000,000
(VAT exempt)

Voluntary medical insurance contract

#21/204
dated 05 March
2015

E.M. Salnikova

#26/209
dated 29 April
2015

E.M. Salnikova

E.M. Salnikova
E.V. Shpakovsky
D.L. Wolfe

#27/210
dated 28 May
2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 54,831,210.56 per year
(including VAT (18%))
or RUR 9,869,617.90 per month
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 28,281,297.25 per year
(including VAT (18%))
or RUR 5,090,633.50 per month
(including VAT (18%))

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

24

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Addendum #2 to Lease contract #530/11886 dated 30.12.2011

25

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Addendum #2 to Lease contract #530/11888 dated 30.12.2011

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Addendum #4 in respect of amending
Contract #01-914/2013 for performance of
repair and maintenance works at main,
substation and auxiliary equipment, buildings
and structures dated 25.11.2013

RUR 731,095,071.46
(including VAT (18%))

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

RUR 334,366,241.41
(including VAT (18%))

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

28

Addendum #4 in respect of amending
Contract #01-737/2014 for performance of
repair and maintenance works at main,
substation and auxiliary equipment, buildings
and structures dated 06.10.2014

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Subscriber and maintenance service contract

RUR 51,575,397.98
(including VAT (18%))

29

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
GPB (JSC)

Agreement for termination of Suretyship
contract #0412-034-P dated 17.02.2012
regarding the liabilities of JSC “Belgorod
Heat Grid Company”

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

Transaction price: not applicable
due to the nature of the
agreement approved.

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

26

27

RUR 700,000,000
(including, the amount of the
main debt – RUR 400,000,000,
RUR 300,000,000 – interest for
3 years at the rate of 25% per
annum)
RUR 18,713,607.84 per year
(including VAT (18%)) or
RUR 1,560,967.32 per month
(including VAT (18%))

30

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
GPB (JSC)

Suretyship contract regarding the liabilities of
JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

31

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kursk HGC”

Addendum #3 to Lease contract #46.4.3417
dated 26.09.2012

32

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #11 to Property insurance
contract #0002101-0016216/12 KVS dated
27.12.2012

33

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Storage contract

RUR 18,032.00
(including VAT (18%))

34

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Addendum #3 to Lease contract #46.1.3434
dated 04.09.2012

RUR 25,398.00 per year
including VAT (18%)) or
RUR 2,116.50 per month
including VAT (18%))

35

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Shchekino SDPS”

Agency contract

RUR 4,569,768.90
including VAT (18%))
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RUR 86,006,139.00
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#29/212
dated 15 June
2015

#29/212
dated 15 June
2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
#01/213
dated 24 July
2015

E.M. Salnikova
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#01/213
dated 24 July
2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

36

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

37
38
39

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Agreement for termination of Works contract
#439 dated 12.08.2014
Addendum #2 in respect of amending
Contract #01-737/2014 for performance of
repair and maintenance works at main,
substation and auxiliary equipment, buildings
and structures dated 06.10.2014
Addendum #1 to Vehicles insurance contract
dated 11.03.2015
Liability insurance contract in respect of
directors and officials

Transaction price: not applicable
due to the nature of the
agreement approved.
RUR 157,714,808.31
including VAT (18%)

Property lease contract

RUR 396,893,316.57 per year
(including VAT (18%)) or
RUR 33,074,443.05 per month
(including VAT (18%))

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

41

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “OHGC”

Property lease contract

42

RUR 47,398,926.95 per year
(including VAT (18%)) or
RUR 3,949,910.58 per month
(including VAT (18%))

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Tambov HGC”

Agreement for termination of Property lease
contract #1 dated 31.12.2013

RUR 11,981,327.48

Addendum #1 to Target loan contract #01813/2012 dated 04.12.2012,

RUR 493,500,949.5
(including the main debt amount:
RUR 400,000,000, RUR
93,500,949.5 – interest for the
whole period of the loan
availability)

44

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Ryazan HGC”

45

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Ryazan HGC”

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
E.M. Salnikova
V.L. Alexandrovich
E.M. Salnikova

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kursk HGC”

#04/216
dated 18
September 2015

RUR 113,564.55
(VAT exempt)
RUR 5,400,000
(VAT exempt)

40

43

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

Debt release agreement in respect of Real
estate sale and purchase contract #204/12
dated 14.12.2012
Debt release agreement in respect of Target
loan contract #125/2012 dated 12.03.2012

RUR 234,473,668.82
(including VAT (18%))

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kursk HGC”

Cession contract

RUR 103,936,386.16
(VAT exempt)

47

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Real estate sale and purchase contract

RUR 3,658,635.64
(including VAT (18%))

48

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Fixed assets, materials and equipment sale
and purchase contract

RUR 71,008,701.22
(including VAT (18%))

49

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Vehicles sale and purchase contract

RUR 3,361,989.24
(including VAT (18%))

50

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Sale and purchase contract in respect of a
stake in the charter capital

RUR 36,714,000
(VAT exempt)

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#06/218 dated
22 October 2015

RUR 210,084,463.10
(VAT exempt)

46
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#05/217 dated 19
October 2015

#07/219
dated 02
November 2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

51

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Agreement on termination of Real estate
lease contract #530/11-886 dated
30.12.2011

52

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Agreement on termination of Movable
property lease contract #530/11-888 dated
30.12.2011

Transaction price: not applicable
due to the nature of the
agreement approved.
Transaction price: not applicable
due to the nature of the
agreement approved.

53

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Agreement on termination of Lease contract
#530/11-887 in respect of vehicles without
crew and maintenance dated 30.12.2011

Transaction price: not applicable
due to the nature of the
agreement approved.

54

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”

Cession contract

RUR 109,480,527.49
(VAT exempt)

55

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Quadra-Energosbyt”

Sublease contract

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Addendum #4 to Target loan contract #01220/2014 dated 10.04.2014

57

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Shchekino SDPS”

Addendum #2 to Target loan contract #01219/2014 dated 10.04.2014

58

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Alexin GC”

Property insurance contract in respect of
Alexin HPP
Property insurance contract in respect of
Dyagilev HPP
Property insurance contract in respect of
Kursk HPP-1
Making contribution to the Company’s
property

RUR 1,014,217.68 per year
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 39,342,936.3
(including the main debt amount
RUR 30,000,000, RUR
9,342,936.3 - interest for the
whole period of the loan
availability)
RUR 78,685,872.25
(including the main debt amount
RUR 60,000,000, RUR
18,685,872.6 - interest for the
whole period of the loan
availability)
RUR 1,001,383.68
(VAT exempt)
RUR 997,820.24
(VAT exempt)
RUR 1,053,291.03
(VAT exempt)
RUR 170,000
(VAT exempt)

62

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Dankov TC”

Making contribution to the Company’s
property

RUR 2,900,000
(VAT exempt)

63

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Efremov TC”

Making contribution to the Company’s
property

RUR 3,000,000
(VAT exempt)

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kursk GC”

Making contribution to the Company’s
property

RUR 40,000
(VAT exempt)

65

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Quadra-R”

Target loan contract

RUR 200,000,000 (interest-free)
(VAT exempt)

66

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #12 to Property insurance
contract #0002101-0016216/12 dated
27.12.2012

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RUR 99,516,779.43
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

56

59
60
61

64
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RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#09/221
dated 17
December 2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
E.M. Salnikova
E.M. Salnikova
E.M. Salnikova

#13/225
dated 28
December 2015

67

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

68

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

69

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

70

71
72
73

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “IC Soglasie”

Addendum #4 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067017/13 in respect of CSA
facility Voronezh HPP -2 dated 01.07.2013
Addendum #3 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067018/13 in respect of CSA
facility Elets HPP (GSU) dated 01.07.2013
Addendum #3 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067019/13 in respect of CSA
facility Kaluga HPP dated 01.07.2013
Addendum #3 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067020/13 in respect of CSA
facility North-Western boiler plant in Kursk
dated 01.07.2013
Addendum #2 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-0067021/13 in respect of CSA
facility Livny HPP dated 01.07.2013
Addendum #4 to Property insurance contract
#0002101-15595810/13 in respect of CSA
facility Novomoskovsk SDPS dated
01.09.2013

RUR 12,954,688.66
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

RUR 5,135,556.29
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

RUR 4,486,617.03
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

RUR 13,388,111.18
(VAT exempt)

E.M. Salnikova

RUR 4,713,056.64
(VAT exempt)
RUR 19,818,562.31
(VAT exempt)

Lease contract

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Sublease contract

75

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Equipment operation and maintenance
contract

76

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Agency contract

RUR 1,560,000
(including VAT (18%))

77

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Agency contract

RUR 27,838 (per month)
(including VAT (18%))

78

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Services contract

RUR 174,748.62 per 6 months
(including VAT (18%))

79

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

Services contract

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “OHGC”

Real estate sublease contract

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “OHGC”

Movable property sublease contract

82

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “OHGC”

Real estate sublease contract

83

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Lipetsk HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

80

81

RUR 241,478.70 per 6 months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 7,278,852.79 per 11
months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 43,355,214.10 per 11
months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 101,683.78 per 11 months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 17,940,931
(including VAT (18%))
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E.M. Salnikova

E.M. Salnikova

RUR 15,693,653.10 per 6
months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 77,466,216.84 per 6
months
(including VAT (18%))
RUR 223,222,994
(including VAT (18%))

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Gubkin TC”

74

#13/225
dated 28
December 2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

#13/225
dated 28
December 2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

84

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Kursk HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 54,583,501.69
(including VAT (18%))

85

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Ryazan HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 2,909,557.60
(including VAT (18%))

86

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 13,800,701.01
(including VAT (18%))

87

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 26,945,515.50
(including VAT (18%))

88

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 14,730,513.65
(including VAT (18%))

89

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “OHGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 12,418,912.92
including VAT (18%))

90

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Tambov HGC”

Inventory sale and purchase contract

RUR 127,833.54
(including VAT (18%))

91

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Shchekino SDPS”

Coal storage contract

RUR 56,722.71
(including VAT (18%))

92

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
Subsidiaries

Cession contract

less than 2% of the book value
of the Company’s assets

93

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”

Property sale and purchase contract

RUR 6,891,013.56
(including VAT (18%))

94

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

Loan contract

RUR 700,000,000
(VAT exempt)
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#14/226 dated 29
December 2015

RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED
RINSOCO TRADING CO. LIMITED
RAGATO MANAGEMENT LIMITED

Schedule #4
Audited accounting statements of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” for 2015.
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Schedule #5
Information on participation of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in commercial and non-commercial entities
As at 31.12.2015, PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” participates in 20 commercial entities (economic companies):
Company name

Kind of
contribution

Stake in the charter
capital% / quantity of
shares (stakes), pcs.

JSC “Belgorod Heat Grid Company”

shares

100% / 3,084,430,400 pcs.

JSC “Quadra-R”

shares

LLC “Alexin GC”
LLC “Bryansk HGC”
LLC “Voronezh HGC”
LLC “Gubkin TC”
LLC “Dankov TC”
LLC “Efremov TC”
LLC “Quadra-Energosbyt”
LLC “Kursk GC”
LLC “Kursk HGC”
LLC “Lipetsk HGC”
LLC “OHGC”
LLC “Ryazan HGC”
LLC “Smolensk HGC”
LLC “Tambov HGC”
LLC “HC “Energetic”
LLC “Shchekino SDPS”
LLC “TTC”
PJSC “RusHydro”

Par value of
contributions,
RUR

Actual cost, RUR

Amount of the
reserve for
decline in value of
contributions,
RUR

Actual cost net of
the reserve, RUR

2,899,364,576

1,742,242,033

-

1,742,242,033

100% / 1,000,000 pcs.

1,000,000

1,000,000

-1,000,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

490,000

1,000,000

-1,000,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

100%

1,000,000

1,000,000

-1,000,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

142,772,771

231,824,291

-202,944,417

28,879,874

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

10,000

10,000

-10,000

-

stakes

100%

24,246,000

48,329,115

23,069,170

25,259,945

stakes

95.24%

10,000

10,000

-

10,000

stakes

50%

50,000

50,000

-

50,000

shares

0.0117% / 45,277,455
pcs.

45,227,455

30,184,803

-

30,184,803

3,114,270,802

2,055,750,243

-229,073,587

1,826,676,656

TOTAL:

169

In 2015, the structure and value of financial investments changed as follows:
1) on 15.06.2015, the stake owned by PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in the charter
capital of LLC “Dorogobuzh HPP” was alienated in the amount of 100% of the charter capital of the
Company; as a result, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” completely terminated its participation in
LLC “Dorogobuzh HPP”. The total actual value of the investments in the said company at 31.12.2014
amounted to RUR 10,000.
2) on 03.07.2015, the stake owned by PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” in the charter
capital of LLC “Kotovsk HPP” was alienated in the amount of 100% of the charter capital of the
Company; as a result, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” completely terminated its participation in
LLC “Kotovsk HPP”. The total actual value of the investments in the said company at 31.12.2014
amounted to RUR 319,186,434.
3) on 29.10.2015, the procedure of reduction in the charter capital of LLC “OHGC” completed.
In accordance with clause 4 of Section 30 of the Federal Law “On Limited Liability Companies”, the
charter capital of LLC “OHGC” was reduced by way of reducing the par value of the stake held by the
sole member of the Company - PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” by Thirty-nine million one
hundred and seventy thousand one hundred and forty-three rubles 00 kopecks (RUR 39,170,143)
(down to the net asset value of LLC “OHGC” at 31.12.2014).
The par value of the stake held by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” as the sole member of
LLC “OHGC”, after the reduction of the charter capital of LLC “OHGC”, equaled One hundred and
forty-two million seven hundred and seventy-two thousand seven hundred and seventy-one rubles 00
kopecks (RUR 142,772,771).
4) on 25.12.2015, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” acquired a stake in the charter capital
of LLC “HC “Energetic” in the amount of 51% of the charter capital of the Company; as a result, PJSC
“Quadra – Power Generation” is the holder of a stake in the amount of 100% in the charter capital of
the Company; the par value of this stake is RUR 24,246,000;
5) on 31.12.2015, the procedure for increasing the charter capital of LLC “Shchekino SDPS”
was completed through contribution by a third party - Limited Liability Company
“Mezhregionenergoresurs” (LLC “MER”) as monetary assets, the total value of which is Five hundred
rubles 00 kopecks (RUR 500), on the basis of MER’s application.
As a result of the increase in the charter capital of LLC “Shchekino SDPS” through contribution
by a third party – LLC “MER”:
- the charter capital of LLC “Shchekino SDPS” equaled Ten thousand five hundred rubles
(RUR 10,500);
- par value of the stake held by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” equaled Ten thousand
rubles (RUR 10,000);
- par value of the stake held by LLC “MER” equaled Five hundred rubles (RUR 500).
- stake held by PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” equaled 95.24%;
- stake held by LLC “MER” equaled 4.76%.
6) In connection with the creation of the reserve for impairment of financial investments, the
actual value of the investments at 31.12.2015 amounted to RUR 0.00 in respect of the following
subsidiaries: JSC “Quadra-R”, LLC “Bryansk HGC”, LLC “Voronezh HGC”, LLC “Kursk HGC”, LLC
“Lipetsk HGC”, LLC “Ryazan HGC”, LLC “Smolensk HGC”, LLC “Tambov HGC”, LLC “Gubkin TC”.
7) In connection with the creation of the reserve for impairment of financial investments, the
actual value of the investments at 31.12.2015 in respect of LLC “OHGC” amounted to RUR
28,879,874, LLC “HC “Energetic” – RUR 25,259,945.
170

As of 31.12.2015, PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation” is a member of the following non-profit
entities:
- Association “NP Market Council”;
- Association “Council of Power Producers”;
- Interregional Sector Association “Employers of Power Suppliers” (“RaPE”)
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Glossary
Company
Consumer
Dividend
Group
Market capitalization
Productive supply of
thermal energy

Abbreviations

PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”, including branches and representative offices
Individual or legal entity which carry out use of electricity (capacity) and (or)
thermal energy (capacity).
Part of the joint stock company’s profit distributed between shareholders according
to the number and type of shares owned by them.
PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation” and SEs
Total market value of issued shares of a company; number of issued shares
multiplied by their market price.
Thermal energy supplied to the consumer (consumers) of thermal energy on the
border of the operational responsibility (balance sheet attribution).

AGMS

Annual General Meeting of Shareholders

APP
AWP
BM
CCO
CFD
CHPP
CSA
DAM
DPC
FBA
FCS
EDM
FFA
FMA

Atomic power plant
Autumn and winter period
Balancing market
Competitive capacity outtake
Central federal district
Combined heat and power plant
Capacity supply agreements
“Day-ahead” market
Delivery point cluster
Free bilateral agreement
Federal Customs Service
Economic Development Ministry
Free flow area
Capacity supply agreements in respect of the capacity produced using the
facilities which supply capacity in the forced mode
Federal Tariffs Service
General Meeting of Shareholders
Gas steam unit
Gas turbine unit (gas turbine power plant)
Hydroelectricity plant
Heat grid company
Heat power plant
Installed capacity utilization factor
Integrated energy systems
International Financial Reporting Standards
Non-commercial partnership
Priority investment projects
Power line
Public switchgear
Regulated agreement of electricity (capacity) sale and purchase
Russian Accounting Standards
Regional dispatching administrations
Regional energy commissions
Retooling, reconstruction and development
Subsidiary entities
State district power station (thermal power plants)
Specific fuel equivalent consumption
System operator
Territorial generating companies
Trading System Administrator of the Wholesale Electricity Market
United dispatching administrations
United energy systems
Unified heat supply entity

FTS
GMS
GSU
GTU (GTUP, GT)
HEP
HGC
HPP
ICUF
IES
IFRS
NP
PIP
PL
PS
RA
RAS
RDA
RECs
RRD
SE
SDPS
SFEC
SO
TGC
TSA
UDA
UES
UHSE
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WGC
WME (WMEC)

Generating companies of the wholesale market
Wholesale market for electricity (capacity)

Units of measurement
Gcal
Gcal/h
kW
kWh

— gigacalorie — unit of thermal energy measurement
— gigacalorie per hour — unit of thermal energy measurement
— kilowatt — unit of electric capacity measurement
— kilowatt-hour — unit of electric energy amount measurement

Names of branches of PJSC “Quadra - Power Generation”
Southern Generation
Voronezh RG
Eastern Generation
Central Generation

Branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
Branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
Generation”
Branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
Branch of PJSC “Quadra – Power Generation”
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- “Southern Generation”
- “Voronezh Regional
- “Eastern Generation”
- “Central Generation”

